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CARRIED OFF SECOND PRIZE AT FAÍR

L0U"CR0FT

PRICE

s

bad

fire.

5 CENTS

illegalfter January i, t9io.

Use in Clearing Brush Means Used in Other Parts of the
N
M?rt W"ting Of Checks for
Snowfall, the Previous Evftnimr.
QanAnH ilLUilD V O.L4. 4.Ü. S. for Betterment
Land for Cultivation.
'
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Less than $1.00, Then.
of Frnits
j
Bare. Neirby Buildings.
Fine.
Much has been said, written
Something of the scope of irriSecretary McVeagh of the treaand done of ate yearB regarding gation
Mr. Dunn Well Pleased.
projects is understood
Oloudcroft suffered a severe sury department and Attorney
the value of goats for clearing when it is understood that in adloss by fire at one o' clock, Mon- General Wichersham are being
brush land for cultivation or for dition to the $60,000,000
Otero county carried off. second This received honorable mention. day morning, when an entire appealed to by congressmen
investfrom
the growth of permanent grass. ment made and prospectively honors, at Albuquerque, last
There was also a good display business block was swept out by various sections of the country for
is
It true that goats are great made by the federal government week, at the territorial agricul- of tobacco from this county which
the flames. The fire was first interpretation of the law making
browsers on brushy land and in the construction of
reservoirs tural fair. The fine display of received honorable mention, as discovered in the rear of Perry it an offense to circulate checks
that they will soon clear such and facilities for the distribution fruits and vegetables, collected did a very large cucumber which
Kearney's dry goods and grocery of sumsof lessthan $1. The word
land of undesirable growth. How- of water there is
aprivate in- from all over the county made a was on display.
store
and this spread so rapidly ing of section 178 of t he penal
ever, they are to be recom mend- vestment aggregating
twice that fine showing, in the capable The total amount of prizes won that the entire block was soon laws approved March 4, 1906, is
ed for this use only when all the amount. It is roughly
estimated hands of Mr. J. C. Dunn, that amount to $109 and this amount consumed.
generally interpreted to mean
brush and trees on the land are that this will mean
the reclama- came near making the county will be used to meet the expenses The burned buildings are the that after January 1, 1910, it
to be removed. If some of the tion of 80,000,000 acres of
while at the Albuquerque fair
land first prize winner.
Bellmont hotel, the Blacker will be unlawful to write a check
trees are to remain for shade or and the opening of homes to 8,
By the rules of the association and towards the expenses at
formerly the postoffice for a sum less than $1 to be cirtimber purposes, the goats will 000, 000 families.
and in order to compete for the Faso, to whice place the exhibits building,
which
was
not occupied now. the culated as money or intended to
bark many of them, causing them
I saw much of apple raising by smaller awards, Mr. Dunn found have been moved.
Silver Lining printing office, Per be received or used in lieu of
either to die or to become de- irrigation in the Wenatchee and it necessary to bunch many of
Senders nf the Best Displays.
ry Kearney's store, the Home-cro- money.
formed and almost unfit lor use. Yakima valleys in Washington. the individual displays to make
Those who carried off the
The protest comes largely from
hotel, owned by the J. P.
The writer has just visited a And I was strongly
impressed the quantities sufficient to enter honors for the best apples from Dieter estate ; Kotosky & Men- - the big mail order houses, alhr.ro estate in the hill land of with the eridesee of thrift, nor competition, but of course this Otero county, at the fair, were
rvolcort'c t fA oalnnn kvi i f n rv A"rn- - though merchants all ovr the
Missouri, where the estate is be- to say wealth, of
the orchard was onlv where necessity arose, tue ioiiowing persons: J. F.
by the E. P. & S. W. and oc country have joined in the de- ed
ing partially cleared for perman- owners. The whole countryside these entries then being inane
of Mountain Park, had
o maud that congress at the next
by W. hi
ent blue grass pasture. Undesir- has more the appearance of the in his own name. Mr. Dunn hine varieties on display which cupied
session amend the section so as
able trees are cut out and the suburbs to a city than a rural wishes to have it understood was the largest exhibit by one Alamogordo.
to eliminate its application . "
The snowfall of the previous
best trees of best timber value district. The orchards vary
he does not claim any of the man; G. T. Waldrip, Eli Moser,
that
'
checks.
in
ind
are left standing..
Among the size from ten to thirty acres and exhibits, as he had none of his . G. Bays and W. H. Mauldin evening proved a
Representative
Pair
asmuch as it protected the roofs
good trees on this laud which are consequently
the homes of the own there, but the measure was ent smaller amounts from Moun
i or k ..lor one has
appealed to
preserved for growth and future owners are comparatively near taken only so as to enter competi tain Park; J. H. Castledine, of adjoining buildings from thV investigate
what the section
utility are the black locusts, together and a house costing well tion the stronger.
Leslie Ellis and J. E. Orr were sparks which flew thick and fast
mean. and if it will prevent the
which are widely known' as an up toward $Í0, 000 is not considThe second prize, for county, the La Luz senders and Guv from the burning structures. The
water
pressure
was
excellent
a.nd making of a check for less than
excellent timber for fence posts ered a great exception in the was $100 and the smaller awards Wadsworth, of Alamo, had a
telephone poles and railroad ties. dwellings the orchardists are en- were : $3.60 second prize in the guoa snowing, the many more the variation in the wind was $1 he has been asked to introduce
certainly all that saned the re- a bill asking for the repeal of the
Tfie goats are not content to abled
to build for themselves on individual 'exhibits of grain; sending all bad good displays for
browse on the tender sprouts these holdings, which are worth $2.50 for the best exhibits of which they deserve special men mainder of the town from de- law. He has requested the trea
ury department and the. departalone, but they persist in chew from one to three thousand dol forage plants; $1.00 for the best tion and only from lack of space struction.
ment of justice to give faim an
sweet potatoes; $1.00 for the do we refrain from enumerating
ing the bark, from the black lo lars an acre.
explanation
of the law, and be
cust trees and a number of other
As to the methods that have best display of apples on plate ; them. The senders of the best
Domestic Science
wili
await
the
opinion of the atvaluable trees so as to permanent made the Washington apple too for the best plate of quinces beets and sweet potatoes were
torney
Domestic
science
general
is
now
and the trmurra
ly injure them.
pumpkin
$1
on
.00.
Alamo
largest
namely,
men,
The
B. B
all
popular to please the eastern
Sheep will keep down sprouts grower, it seems to be summed display weighed 86 pounds and Kennedy, R. B. Kennedy, A taught in many of the schools of ofllcials before he decides what
and weeds on cleared land almost up in the dozen words, that the was a product from this county. Martin and T. M. Boatright the country, and here is a report action he will take. Th in;
or an interesting examination delegation, particularly
as effectively as will goats, and rule is there what the exception
those
they do not have the dernicious is here. Here we find an occa
Open Season for Game in New Are Wright Brothers Going to that was held recentlv in a representing Chicago, where a
Massachusetts
high
school large mail order business is done
Mexico. 100
habit of trying to eat the large sional farmer properly taring for
uoutroi AVtatnmr
lwenty-si- x
girls,
members
of have been investigating th.
trees which may be left in the his orchard, but he is the excepHavingdemonstated their abilThe open seasons include the
field. If the trees and other un- tion, while there it is made by first date, but not the last. To ity to fly, the Wright brothers :6f the same class, were given a feet of the the law should it gu
desirable growth are cut out, the state law so unpleasant a matter find the closed seasons, all that are now said to contemplate the list of thirty questions. These into iorce. Merchants of Pennquestions bore reference to the sylvania are also greatly intersheep win eat oil the young for the orchardist who fails pro- is necessary is to reverse the formation of a gigantic trust to
sproutsand the foliage, causing perty to guard his orchard from dates. Future dates indicate keep everybody else from, flying girls' knowledge of household ested in the repeal of the law,
duties, and the answers proved filing their protests with the
toe spouts and the roots of the insects and disease, that neglect that the season does.not open un who will not pay tribute to
them. decidedly
entertaining. Twelve lawmakers from their states.-Ex- .
original stumps to die, allowing ed rcharde are unheard of. The til that time.
In other words, they claim the
of
twenty
the
six said they could
intervening spaces among trees orchard i st is forced to spray for Deer ( with horns) Oct.
. basic patents
on about every
Cloodcroft School Notes
make
bread,
eighteen could
to catch in blue grass or other for insects and fungus and when 16.
thing that pertains to heavier
Melvisand
Walter Smith
pasture grass. They will not eat it comes to marketing the crop,
Deer (without horns), elk, than air machines and it is said make cake and all could make Saturday and Sunday spent
Twenty-tw- o
at the
candy.
girls had
the bark from standing trees of the apples are all paeked under sheep. No open season.
they propose to enforce their
Smith
in
ranch,
James
Canon.
built
a
fire,
kitchen
twentv had
any considerable size. Ex.
Antelope, 5 years Mar. 18, claims along those lines. And
a reliable standardization that
cooked beefsteak and twenty asMisses Mirta
Long. Oram
1914.
yet
guarantees
size
about
every
the
and
quality.
essential feature serted
Farmers Flats.
Painter,
they
Lizzie
that
had
prepared
Smith,
a
and, Mr.
We are informed
that Mr. This work is all done subjeet to Quail (native, crested; Mes and principle for which they full meal. ItisdisaoDointine ..o Ed. Faulkner, were callers ut
o
or helmet), claim priority of invention, is
Adcock has sold out and will state inspection and it seems to sina, California,
largely the fruit cf the researches learn that not one girl in the en our school last week.
1.
move soon to their old home in me that this western idea has a grouse, Oct.
tire twenty-si- x
knew why new
Mrs. D. P. Rock and Mrs. Mr--.
Bobwhite quail, pheasant, wild of Lillienthall and Langley, the
practical application right here
Texas.
bread is not a healthful article Mickin,
pigeon, 5 years, Mar. 18, 1914.
from eastern Texas, who
tormer of whom lost his life
in New York state.
The ladies sewing club will be
of food, nor could twenty-fou- r
of came up on the excursion
Prairie chicken Sept. 1, 1915. while experimenting, and tit
It was natural that the novel
last
entertained Friday of this week aspects of irrigation
Ptarmigan (white grouse) No latter, though financed by the them tell what a trap to a sink Friday, spent part of their time
which make
is. The making of starch was
at the home of Mrs. J. H. Ricwith us.
government, was discouraged by
this fruit raising possible should open season.
hardson.
understood
by twenty of the class
Nov.l-Jan.
1.
popular ridicule and left the
attract much of my attention. I Wild turkey
We gave a short literary proand sixteen said they could iron
Forest Supervisor Neal and was surprised to find that a great
field in disgust, but not until he
Turtle dove Aug.l-No1.
gram
last Friday afternoon. Mrs.
their collars and cuffs. Twentv
ife and Tom Charles and family
Plover, curlew, snipe Sept. r. had paved the way for the
amount of the water for irrigation
W.
E.
Carter, Mrs. W. K. Cluck,
girls could mend their clothes
took Sunday dinner at the Hobbic is pumped
Wright brothers to take up the
2.
into the storage reserMrs.
H. Lucas, Mrs. W. E"
J.
at
least
that's what they claim
home last Sunday.
work where he laid it down, and
voirs or directly into the distriElmore
ed, and seventeen had made Matthews, and Miss
A Cruel Joke.
Mrs. Hobbic and Leslie Drew buting mains. Thousands and
successfully exploit his discoverwelcome visitors. Committkk.
shirtwaists.
Seven
of
seven
the
are staying at the Charles home thousands of horse power are
Miss Daisy Dimple found a ies with honor and profit to them teen had
made but one shirt
Electric Flashes
'lin ing the absence of Mr. and furnished to the pumping station love letter that her father had selves. The Wrights are entit
waist,
but
there
was one girl in
Mrs. Charles, who are on a moun- by electrical power lines. The written to her mother in theea to a large measure nf tit
Norway boasts of the first electhe class who had made fiftv
water is pumped from wejls sunk halcyon lays of their courtship. world'8 gratitude and an
tain trip.
When it came to trimming hats tric siueltiug plant in the world
to produce pig iron.
Miss Davis who has been absent for the purpose, and in many in
the letter to heriant nacial return for their there were thirteen girls
who
in
it,
achievements
.Tuiltrp
aviation,
The Cterling Electric Couioaji
but.
Biihefitnf
from her farm for the past few stances this seems to be more mother,
.
- - . snvs
.j
"O
,7 " "
i ..i
knew how and thirteen who
'
of Sterling, Colorado, produces
months is expected home this economical than to tap streams ing her own name and that of her ,s TO 06 hoped that they have didn't know and hadn't
tried to both ice and
not got the business so thorough
electricity.
week. She is much improved in far up in the hills and bring the sweetheart.
learn.
water down by gravity through
In a short time all the branch
Daisy's mother raved with an ly under control as to be able to The
health we are informed.
Drincioal of the
expensive eontfuils.
line railroads of Japan will h.
ger and stamped her foot in dis- monopolize mis vast neia of en- framed
Mr. and Mrs. McMasters have
this list of questions and electrified.
deavor
while
valley
the
science
the
alone
In.
Wenatchee
of
gust,
avia
and
forbade
her
daughter
gone to Dubuque Iowa where they
considers the answers a fair exthere are more than one hundred to have anything to do with a tion is still in its infancy.
It takes more than fifteen mil
position of the domestic knowspend the winter. Mrs
lion miles of single wire for the
pumping stations, with more be man who would write "such non- Wni Hyde accompanied
ledge of the average high school the people
them ing erected. And in moat in candial afiiff ti a rri ! "
of thi
i gil i.
County Contest.
ovuomi Mini
and will join her husband who is
girl.
He asked the questions communicate with one
is
stances the motive power elec
another
Daisy then gave the letter to
working there in the rail road
The county contest for award with a definite object in view. over the telephone
tricity, costing, so it is estimat her mother to read.
and telegraph,
shops. The Missik Bros are ear-n- g
ing gold medals to the dudüs of He wanted to be certain that do- - Thirteeu million
miles of this
ed, an average of $2 a year to The house became so suddenly
for the Hyde household durcounty schools who shall mestic science was an advisable wire are used for telephoning
Otero
inches quiet that you could hear the
necessarywelve
pumpthe
and
ing the absence of Mrs. Hyde.
deliver the best recitation or de- addition to the school studies. tne total length of all
of water, which is about the flies walking across the ceiling
wire
the
clamation or draw the best man After the answers to his thirt.v would circle the earth
T. 0. Whatley,
at the
a stock total depth of the annual appli
questions were thoroughly con- - equator six
of
New Me., will be held
hundred times.
cation- - H. Russel, in Green's
"an from Baird,Tex., has
Mothers' Dat at the Presby mogordo, Dec. 11, 1909. at Ala
siuerea ne admitted that there
The new sixty-inc- h
universal
from Dodge n A Price, Fruit Grower.
terian church next Sunday at Those desiring
further
- would be no delay in estahlinh. plate mill at the Gary
inforMrs. Rickett's property on Michiplant
11 : 00 A. M. Everyone coming
will
mation concerning rules of con- ing the new course. Perhaps it soon be in operation,
gan Ave., the
contracts
Mr. Price, of Dodgan & Price. is requested to wear a flower- in test etc. may
consideration
obtain same by was diplomatic on the nart, nf having been let to the
General
The Mitchell property has Durchased ten acres of land honor of his or her mother. There writing
the secretary of the as the principal to avoid all men Electric Company for the driving
n Ninth and Mitchell
south-easpecial
be
st
will
of
valu
town,
music,
and
the
located
8treets,
sociation. Miss Carrie Covington, tion of the true cause of the ignor- motors for this and the twenty Msalso aold to Mi. Whatley. ed at $500. from the same tract subject of the sermon will be.
ance of the class as a wholes-lacAlamogordo, N. Mex.
h
Mr. Whatley
axle mill. The plate
and family are toon Will Nibert has also purchased "Christianity and Womanhood."
of home training and home mill motor
R.
S.
Tipton
f
w be numbered among Alamo-ordo'- g
will be the largest.
public
is
generally
The
made
being
invited
ten acres, the sale
Committee
. M. Helm encouragement.
Albuquer q u e ever built, being capable
of procitizens.
J. H. Doran, Minister.
Price.
by Dodgan
( L. P. Farris
Journal.
ducing 6,500 horse-powe- r.
Their
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WEIRD FUNERALS. OF
AFRICAS KINGSJ
GrX.
A,&ODEK1CK

BY

othen

thrpns "owding each
efforts to watch er?y

"JSE

When it finally
there ns a chorus of
U
by some excited talking.
ctarten
piained to me that when
dies with its feet in the
sign that the nephew has
to the king and has not mea
m . .'bun
hi. women. In this case
sidehad died on its
was brought
Tlu n another chicken
ML
for another nephew to
there was
wise died on Us side and
exc
Ml
another chorus of
third chicken was
the foni th.
with the same result; butstopped wltt
killed bv another niece,
crowd went

its

air. The

cJght

up the girl and march
mMT
around the town with one relative
shoulders. Wobeh had
,d

that had been true.
This ceremony was
hour or two later by that WHk
HOJ
the chickens, together
oil. The
cooked in yellow palm
grave
he
of
was placed at the head
over
Wobeh's head wife presided
the pot. AH the children squatted
relabouion the grave and the other
around It
assembled
were
atives
many remarks
King Sow had a good
up the eldcalled
he
before
make
to take
him
for
motioned
and
son
est
widow
.
-f rieo which the
t ne umiuiui
certain
made
he
eating
had held out. Before
-promises relative to p- wrequlred

fedo

as--

HB old king

.,...!

tr assssjassssasasw

I

Wobeh's women
and children reassembled In their kitchen
and resumed their
mournful chant. This
is a performance in
which the women of
West Africa are very
accomplished and Wobeh's family was

of Totoquelli

was dead. It was in the
Liberian hinterland, four
days back from Monrovia,
a region where the government levies no taxes,
where the native African
chiefs reign supreme, where the only
statutes are the laws of the bush. A
couple of English prospectors, an
English rubber trader and an American missionary compose the foreign
population all the way back to the
Frenen- - frontier. There is no part of
i he west coast of Africa so lightly
touched by the white man, for even
the occasional government officials
who visit the region are black. In
all the towns the babies yelled at my
approach and the children fled in terror if I walked toward them.
While King Wobeh's star was in
he ascendency death came out of
the foggy bush and laid its hand
A famous
tnpon him.
mullah man
was called to make incantations and
the "nand cutter" brought out all his
paraphernalia
of divination
and
peeped impressively into the future.
That which Wobeh really needed, a
ifcNevtw
Rood physician, does not exist in that
iieglon
The mullah and the "sand
cutter" gave an unfavorable prognosis, so the suffering king wag prepared for his departure in the manner
7H0
prescribed by the law of the bush.
Secretly and In the dead of night he was carried back into the bush to an obscure "half
town" called Goomah, no woman being allowed
to know his whereabouts. Courtesy to the mullah and the "sand cutter" demanded that Wobeh
should promptly pass into the unknown, but the
old man held on to life with bis characteristic
tenacity. It was several weeks before the news
was quietly brought to Totoquelli that its founder was dead. The information was passed on
to Boporo and King Sow came over to take
charge of the town until all its palavers were
settled.
The funeral of an African chief follows the
law of the bush implicitly, but the details vary
in different parts of the west coast. The proceedings in this case extended over a period of
about three weeks.
First Wobeh's body was removed from the
tiut where he had died and placed in an open
These kitchens are merely
kitchen in Goomah.
large huts without walls, or, rather, with walls
nbout three feet high. The roof Is of thatch and
the floor of clay. In the center of one of these
kitchens a shallow grave was dug. Then the
feet were bound togetííer, the arms were extended- down the body and the hands bound together
between
by means of a strong stick placed
hands and feet, the body was placed In the grave
and lightly covered. After it had lain there for
two days It was taken up by night and carried to
Totoquelli, where it was again placed in a shallow grave, but in a hut where no woman could
bring ill luck by looking upon it. The law of the
bush shuts out all women from any approach to
the dead. Then the family and the town began
to make ready for the obsequies, formal notices
were sent out to all the big kings within two
days' walk, In order that they might come (with
gifts) and assist Wobeh's spirit into rest.
The funeral continued for eight days. First
the body was again lifted from the grave and
"laid out" in an open kitchen carefully screened.
The king's women were then segregated in another kitchen and intrusted with the duty of
making great lamentation. Then the head of the
devil bush" he Is a great functionary in West
Africa came Into the village to announce the
king's death a performance on a par with the
format notification given to a presidential nominee by a committee from a national convention.
seThe "devil bush" is a sort of combination of
is a
cret society and a boys' boarding school. Itwhich
collection of huts hidden away in the bush
women must avoid or pay the penalty of death.
of the comHere are collected most of the
munity and they remain in seclusion for a period
on three to six years, being taught
varytag
susome sense and much nonsense. The grip of
perstition l bo strong that the head of the bush
Woaaes a great man in the tribe and death is the
penalty for any woman who looks upon his face.
Totoquelli's "devil ' preceded his entrance into
which was the
the town by an unearthly yell, girls
(and every
signal for all the women and
man not a member of the "devil bush") to secrete themselves. Then with a series of
yells he came Into the center of the
town announced the death of Wobeh, ordered
the
the funeral to proceed and vanished Into
bush. Then the real noise began.
ventril-oqulstl-

c

-

-

rWt
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"was

he
ears open and whenever
notWsaUsfle
with a given promise he
,
the relative like a counuwamea
cross questioned
he
....
what
nromise
.i
him
yer urn.. "
exciUng; at times
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VALUE PAINTED OM.

AFTER

,

whethWell painted is value added
er the house be built for one thousand
painted
dollars or ten thousand. Well
highmeans higher selling value, and
er occupying value -f- or there's an
additional pleasure In living i the
house that is well dressed.
National Lead Company assist In
making the right use of the right
nalnt by sending free upon request tos
all who ask for it. their "Houseown-erPainting Outfit No. 49." This
outfit Includes a book of color schemes
for either exterior or interior painting, a book of specifications and an
Instrument for detecting adulteration
In paint materials. Address National
fomnanv 1902 Trinity uuiiu
Ing. New York City. and the outfit
will be promptly sent to you

DOCTORS
FAILED
LydiaE.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cured Her.
"For five years

Willi mantle, Conn.

j

I suffered untold agony from female
troubles, caasintr backache, irrecnlarl.
ties, dixrineae and nervous prostra

i

t

iui me w
walk upstairs
without stopping
on the way. I
SPOILED.
tried three different doctora and
each told me something different. I
received no benefit
from any of them,
bnt seemed to suffer more. The last
doctor said noth
ing would restore
my neaith. 1 began
taking Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable
Compound to tee what It would do.
and I am restored to my natural
Biees Waiter, this steak Is too health." Jan. jstta vosoyah, nox
tough to cut Take It back.
299, Willlmantlc, Conn.
Waiter Sorry, sir, out 1 cam,
The success of Lydia E. Finkham'a
you've bent it
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, ia unparalleled. It may be
LOW COLONIST PARES TO THE used with perfect confidence by women
WEST AND NORTHWEST.
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors,
Depart
Deriodic pains, backache.
Union Pacific Passenger
feeling, flatulency, indi
ment announces that Colonist Fares bearing-dow- n
aaaawawaj or ismvou Luoaua-lion- .
will be ia eifect from Sept. 15 to Oct. gestion,
15. 190, to all points in the Weat and
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham'i
Northwest
Compound has been the
This year the West looks more Vegetable
standard remedy for female iUa, and
promising than ever. Now la the time suffering women owe it to themselves
to secure land at low prices, and, at to at least gire this medicine a trial.
the same time, to visit the many inter- Proof is abundant that it baa cured
esting points In the West and North-wea- thousands of others, and why Should it
at which liberal stopover ar- not cure yon
rangements may be made.
A better estimate of raw lands can
be made now than formerly, because
these lands are in proximity to new
farms that are producing wonderful
crops.
after taking salts or cathartle
literature, write
waters did you ever notice thai
For descriptive
V.
R.
R..
weary all gone feeling the palms
to E. L. Lomax. G. P. A., U.
of your hands sweat and rotten
Omaha, Neb.
Cathartics
taste in your mouth
only move bv sweating your bowels
And All with Company There.
Do a lot of hurt Try a CASCA-RE"Now. children," said the mother,
and see how much easier the
company
had
of
roomful
whole
a
as
job is done how much better
come In, "suppose you run off and play
you feel.
by yourselves."
CASCA RETS ioc a bos forBweek'a
Edith.
replied
mother."
right,
"All
Blfgeat arl er
11 drusyista
Itntmnl.
"Can we go up and play Hamlet and
in the world. HQ ion tose monta.
tion.
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Sticky Sweating

Palms

T

ODhelia?"

"Certainly,
smiled the momer,
while her guests looked on at the
tableau.
'Goody'." replied Edith; then, turning to her sister, she said: "Now,
Maude, you run up to mamma's room
and get all her false hair that you can
find." Judge.
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large enough to be
heard. Meanwhile for
two days and nights
the men of the town
made it lively for the
spirits of evil that
were supposed to be
hovering in the bush
that surrounds the village.
Guns heavily
charged with powder
were fired at intervals
throughout the entire
time, causing the evil shapes to take to flight.
Most of the night was given over to the beating
of drums, the women and younger men dancing
in procession all over town.
When night closed In on tho scene and the
moon began to shed its soft light through hazy
clouds the night's dancing began. There was no
undercurrent of sadness in it; everybody was literally out for a good time. The dancers were
drummed up In groups, the drummers shuffling
all through the town to organize a procession. A
second crowd was gathered under the leadership
of a man with a string instrument made from a
calabash, and eventually a third group shuffled
along to the tune of a calabash strung with iron
ringB, the sound being that of a gourd half filled
with dried peas.
The succeeding day was one of the most
eventful of all. Before sunrise the men of the
town brought large stones to the grave and
walled it in, making an inclosure about six feet
Dozens of empty gin
wide and 10 feet long.
bottles were brought and placed all around the
grave a very common custom on this coast. The
mound was then leveled down and the entire
inclosure covered with stones and wet sand. At
the head they placed a couple of small Ivory
tusks, a rice bowl containing Wobeh's silver ring
and some kola nuts, two pitchers and a small
brass kettle. Across these was laid an unsheathed sword. The fixing of the grave was not completed until they had brought a small jug of
rum and poured a little of It Into each vessel.
The thirst of Wobeh's spirit was apparently more
easily quenched than had been that of the man
in life and this enabled the men about the
..grave to put the greater part of the rum to better use.
After the grave had been properly arranged
the town assembled to witness the significant
The
ceremony of killing the white chicken.
principal nephew of the late king knelt on the
grave and held the chicken's head above Wobeh's
head. King Sow made a long speech and then
different members of Wobeh's family gave the
chicken messages to take to his spirit This
part of the ceremony was very solemn and Impressive. It was clear that they Implicitly believed that their messages would reach their destination.
Then the nephew pulled off the chicken's head
and threw the body down on the grave. Curiously enough, the headless chicken fluttered
around until it reached the head of the grave
and then seemed to be trying to bore its way
down to the king. It then fluttered away, the
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The Reason Why.
"I wonder why men don't take more
Interest in the primary!"
"Possibly, because it
consideration."

Jokes; very little of It was sad or pathetic. When
the chief widow's turn came there waB pathos In
her voice, though she gave no other sign of grief.
Turning her motherly face to the grave, she sat
there and talked to Wobeh's spirit as naturally as
if she were looking Into his face. Nobody needed
to cross question her.
There was notbing extraordinary for the next
two days. On the first day the mourning women
were taken to the creek and washed, in order that
they might begin to dress up for the final feast
On the second day the men of the town were
sembled under the big palaver tree and individu
ally sworn to be loyal to the town. The oath waa
administered by making the man drink from
bowl of milkish fluid which was supposed to kill
the man if be was Insincere. On this day, also,
the men brought in large quantities of firewood
and the women were busy threshing and cleaning
rice and pots.
Then came the third and greatest day the
slaughter of the bullock and the great feast. So
far as I could learn there is no sacrificial Idea
involved in the ceremony; the slaughter is solely
for the purpose of providing for a joyful bantfaet.
The big bullock was led to a vacant place near
the grave, just at sunrise, and securely tied down
on its side. Its throat was then cut, the windpipe being severed, and the animal alowly bled to
death. It waa 2ft minutes before the animal
ceased to struggle, but its tall had been severed
long before, this being the especial perquisite of
the men selected as butchers.
The carcass waa then skinned and King Sow
sat in his leopard chair while the bullock waa cut
up. He kept a careful watch to see that not even
an ounce of meat waa taken by anybody. Two
large brass kettles and a large basket were placed
in front of him and In these were placed the Internal organs and the choicest cuts the king's
meat. Now and then one of the butchers would
overlook some amall portion, but the king overlooked nothing; he had the error promptly rectiof
Altogether be received about
fied.
the bullock. The remainder was cut up and distributed among the families, to be cooked; positively no part of the animal except the hide and
horns was discarded. There waa not quite enough
to go around, so the king ordered a dog killed to
make up the deficiency.
one-thir-

Bessie Was Willing.

"Oh, deaf," said the tired mother, "I wish I
were a little girl again like you!" "Well," reBessie, "let's play you are my
joined
little girl, then you act naughty and I'll spank you

and send you to bed without your supper."
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in the purchase of
paint materials.
!t is an absolute
guarantee of purity and quality.
For y oar own

protection, k

Hilt it is on the side of
every keg of white lead
you ouy.
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She Mean?
to Miss llragg his
as primea in me
cut It out'."

Trade-mar-

Eliminates AU
Uncertainty

Drowning the Sound.
Helen You enjoy singing?
Grace (raising her voice to high
pitch) Not particularly.
Helen Then why do you sing?
Grace Why, father is eating corn
off the cob.

What Did
He was reading
poem on "Love,
Boomtown Bugler.
She Bald: "Oh,
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No Man is Stronger
Than His Stomach
K strong man is strong all over. No mea cut be
strong who it suffering from weak stomach with its
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
oi the stomaeh and its associated organs, which impairs digestion and nutrition.
For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is a loss of the nutrition
contained ia food, which is the source of all physical
strength. When a man " doesn't fed just right,"
when he doesn't sleep well, has an uncomfortable
feeling in the stomach after eating, is languid, nervous, irritable and
ne ia losing the nutrition needed to snake strength.
Sack a mam anenaf stse Dr. Plmrem'm Goftfe Majaftaaf
Discovery. It cereal diseatea of taa atammcm mm atmaf
Hamm ot élintlom mm nutrition. It amrlemaa
aiaod.
Int Hora tea th Jrep, atrtnitmaaa caw kldaeym. a earls
fee nerves, mm aw GIVES MBMLTB AMD BTBEMOTM TO
TUB WHOLE BOOT.
Yea can't afford to accept a lecrtt nostrum aa a
alcoholic medicine or inown com position, not even
star thereby make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed ea wrapper
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digestion
with every drop of
delicious mint fear
juice in
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White Steamers Use Kerosene as Fuel
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Fine Structure for Roosevelt Trophies
and there Is little doubt that all tbo
great museums of the world will be
anxious to secure at least one of the
Roosevelt trophies.
The new museum building is constructed entirely of granite, with floor
space approximately nine and
t
acres. Its cost was slightly morn
than $3,500,000, and It is being put
in order for the reception of the various objects tht have been collected,
chief among which are those sent by
the
So far the arrangement of the various specimens has not been determined upon by the curator of the museum. It is likely, however, that tho
entire first floor will be the future
home of the pelts sent to America
by the Roosevelt party.
It has been deemed best to tan the
skins sent from Africa as the most
perfect way of preserving them for
all time. As soon as they have been
taken from the casks and cleaned of
the brine this task will be undertaken
by some ono who has not yet been
chosen.
The work may be done under the
Immediate supervision of the Smith
sonlan officials In the museum here.
or it may be turned over to some tan
ner. In view of the importance attached to the proper preservation of
the trophies, which in years to come
will be almost Invaluable, this ques
tion is now being considered by the
officials.
The splendid show cases to
be erected In the museum will permit
the specimens to be displayed in the
most effective manner

He I'd kiss you if I dared.
She Well, don't you dare to
that's the way you feel about it
BABY

one-hal-

Trophies secured
hunting expedition
headed by
Roosevelt are
to be preserved to posterity In the
grandest and most ornate exposition
building the world has known, which
will surpass any of the wonderful museums erected and maintained by the
wealthy monarch of antiquity.
The building will be completed just
in time to receive the valuable hides
of the rhinoceros, the elephant, the
hippopotamus and the other huge
mammals which fell before the unerring aim of the Roosevelt party. As
the most of these animals are rapidly
nearlng extinction It Is expected that
the trophies will form the nucleus of
a collection that will become the most
complete and the most Important in
the world.
There are many duplicates in the
collection of 82 pelts sent home by
Cel. Roosevelt, and this fact will enable the authorities of the Smithsonian institution, for whom the building has been erected in this city by
congress, to secure many valuable
species which were not found by the
Roosevelt party. The law permits the
Smithsonian institution to make ex
changes for species it may not possess

WASHINGTON.

experts at last nave
GOVERNMENT
there are so many
lazy people in the southern
states.
The widely recognized predilection of
the average southerner for Ashing and
other pleasurable pastimes is not the
result of fondness for those things
into which an element of real work
does not enter. They are simply compelled to do it, and a little parasite
known to government medical science
as the "hook worm" is the motive
power.
Or. Charles Werdell Stiles, chief of
the government hygienic laboratory,
is the discoverer of the "hook worm."
He has several specimens of him safely preserved in alcohol, and it may be
stated here that the parasite has no
particular objections to being put in
alcohol. He likes it
In his investigations of the habits of
the parasite, covering a period of
seven years Dr. Stiles has found that
it thrives m liquor Uif ( Is to say,
that it cannot exist in the stomach of
anyone who is a total abstainer. Thus
the difficulty in the way of its total zoology.

Marine Corps and Navy Again at Odds

row between the
THE longandstanding
the marine corps has
broken out again as a result of the findings of the court of inquiry In the Sutton case, and a congressional investigation of the marine corps is not improbable.
The trouble arose over the minority
findings of Commander John Hood, U.
S. N the president of the court, who,
on his own responsibility and without
the support of his associates, Haj. Neville and Lieut. Jenson, took occasion
to say that the discipline at the marine barracks of Annapolis at the
time of the Sutton trouble was not of
the proper sort
"The testimony," according to Commander Hood's minority report, "concerning the whole deplorable affair Indicates
state of discipline then existing in the Marine School of Applica

tion discreditable to the service and
argues strongly against the practice of
commissioning and putting into posi
tlons of responsibility young men with
out previous training."
Marine officers say that Commander
Hood went entirely outside the pre
cept under which the court operated
when he wrote the above, and that it
was merely a gratuitous affront to the
marine corps.
"It is the old fight between the two
branches of the service," said a marine officer. "The matter will be put
up to Secretary Meyer when he returns to Washington, and it is by no
means unlikely that he will revoke Assistant Secretary Wlntbrop's approval
of that part of the court's findings
But we will not stop there. We will
see that it is brought up in congress
next winter."
The young marine officers who were
defendants in the Sutton inquiry have
given up all thoughts of filing suits for
damages against Mrs. Sutton. After
reading the findings of the court they
communicated with one another and
agreed that their complete exonera
tion by the court was sufficient and
decided to let the matter rest there.

Skin All Came Off
One Side of Face and Head
Thought Her Disfigured for Life.

sight-seein- g

G rover
Uni-

ted States treasury at Washington
was robbed of two silver dollars.
This loss, although of no material Importance, was decidedly significant
and measures were taken to prevent a
recurrence.
At this season of the year Washington la crowded with visitors and tourists to whom the government extends
a welcome. Guides are at hand to
show the visitors through the government public buildings, the working of
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Used Cut cura: No Scar Left.
"My baby was sitting beside the
fender and we were preparing the
full of
breakfast when the frying-paboiling grease was upset and it went all
over one side of ber face and head.
Some one wiped the scald with a
towel, pulling the entire skin off. We
took her to a doctor. He tended her
a week and gave me some stuff to put
on. But It all festered and I thought
the baby was disfigured for life. I
nsed about three boxes of Cutlcura
Ointment and It was wonderful how
it healed. In about five weeks It was
better and there wasn't a mark to tell
where the scald had been. Her skin
Is Just like velvet.
Mrs. Hare, 1,
Henry St, South Shields, Durham,
England, March 22, 1908."
n
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THE WHITE STEAMER WHICH HADE A SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION OF KEROSENE
AS FUEL ON THE RECENT 2630-MIL- E
GUDDEN TOUR.
The most interesting announceThe complete success of the new amount of fuel used on the trip
ment ever made in connection with fuel while on the
public showed that kerosene is at least,
the automobile industry was un- test and the advantages gained fifteen per cent, more efficient, gallon!
doubtedly that made a month or two through its use were well described for gallon, than gasoline. The car in
ago to the effect that the new models in the following dispatch which the other respects made a most creditable
of tho White Steam Cars could be run correspondent of the New York Sun showing, and there was the usual riv-- j
on kerosene, or coal oil. Instead of sent to his paper at the conclusion of airy among the observers to be as--1
gasoline. Everyone at once recog- the tour:
signed to the White so that they,
"A feature of the tour which was could ride with the maximum of com
nized thnt the use of the new fuel
would add materially to the advan- watched with special Interest was fort.
The only adjustments or retages which the White already pos- that the White Steamer used kero- pairs charged against the car during'
sessed over other types of cars. sene, or 'coal oil,'. as fuel instead of the long trip we're tightening a lubriThere were some people, however, gasoline.
The new fuel worked cator pipe and wiring a damaged mud)
e
guard.
These penalties were not Inwho were sceptical as to whether or splendidly throughout the
not the new fuel could be used with journey, and all claims made in its flicted until more than 2000 miles
complete success, and, therefore, the behalf were fully proven. First of had been completed with an absolutemakers of the White Car, the White all, as regards cheapness, the White ly perfect score."
A particularly Interesting feature
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, deter- driver secured kerosene all along the
mined to make a public demonstra- route from 6 cents to 10 cents cheap of the new White Steamer is that
tion of the new fuel in the 1909 Gild-de- n er per' gallon than was paid for gaso- either kerosene or gasoline may be
line. Secondly, the new fuel was used as fuel. The necessary adjustTour.
From the standpoint of the public, handled without any precautions, and ments so that the. fuel may be changed
no test more satisfactory could have it was not unusual to see kerosene from kerosene to gasoline, or vice
been selected.
First of all, the dis- being poured into the fuel tank while versa, may be made in a couple ot
tance covered on the Glidden Tour, the crew of the car and an Interested minutes; but so completely successful
from Detroit to Denver and thence to crowd stood by with lighted cigars has kerosene proved to be, that It Is
At the finish of the not believed that any purchasers will
Kansas City, was 2650 miles. This and cigarettes.
wss certainly more than sufficient to tour, the White was the only car per care to use gasoline.
The White Company report that
bring out any weaknesses, if such had mitted by the authorities to enter
Still more important was Convention Hall, where the technical the demand for their new ateam cars
existed.
both the
took place, without
and tho
the fact that the car was at all times examination
exceed their most sanwhile on the road under the supervi draining Its fuel tank. Thirdly, the
sion of observers, named by those new fuel proved to be absolutely guine expectations. It is evident that'
who entered other contesting cars. without smoke or smell. Fourthly, the combination of steam the powTherefore, it would have been lmpos kerosene could be purchased at what er which everyone understands and
sible for the driver of the White to ever part of the route was most con has confidence in with kerosene
have even tightened a bolt without venient, and not once during the trip the fuel which everyone has on hand
the fact being noted and a penalty in through the ten States of the Middle and can handle without any danger
thoroughly
appreciated
is
by
flitted. At night the cars were West was there found a grocery store
purchasers
of
guarded by Plnkerton detectives and where kerosene was not readily and
Finally,
the
could not be approached by any one cheaply obtainable.
2650-mil- e

i

2650-mil-

When the Umbrella Took Fire.
Thomas Simpson, the Detroit malle
able Iron man, is a grave and dignified
person, but once he made a joke.
He was sitting with a party of
friends, one of whom was smoking an
enormous cigar. The friend had difficulty in keeping the cigar going, and
by his repeated lightings had frazzled
the end of it until it was about twice
its original size. But he kept bravely
at it.
Suddenly Simpson began to laugh.
"What are you laughing at, Tom?"
asked another member of the party.
'I was wondering what Jim would
do when that umbrella be is smoking
begins to blaze," he said. Saturday
Evening Post.
Care In Preparing Feed.

I

In recent years scientists have
proved that the value of food is measured largely by Its purity; the result is the most stringent pure food
laws that have ever been known.
One food that has stood out promi
nently as a perfectly clean and pure
food and which was as pare before
the enactment of these laws as it
could possibly be is Quaker Oats;
conceded by the experts to be the ideal
food for making strength of muscle
and brain. The best and cheapest of
all foods. The Quaker Oats Company
is the only manufacturer of oatmeal
that has satisfactorily solved the problem of removing the husks and black
specks which are so annoying vhen
other brands are eaten. If you are
convenient to the store buy the reg
ular size packages; if not near the
store, buy the large size family pack- aces: If in a hot climate, the ner met
1
Icallv sealed tins.
Adjustable.
Aunt Anne, an old family darky,
was sitting with knees crossed in the
kitchen, when the young daughter of
the house entered and, impressed with
the hugeness of the old woman's feet,
asked what size shoe she wore.
"Well, honey," replied Aunt Anne,
"I kin wear eights; I glue rally wear
nines; but dese yer 1'se got on am
twelves, an' de good Lawd knows dey
hu'ts me!" Everybody's Magazine.
on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
, Bough on Bedbugs. Powder or Liq'd, 25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 26.
Rough oaRoaches, Pow'd , 15c. .Liq'd, 25o,
Rough on Moth and Anta, Powder, X5c
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable touse,26o
B. 8. Wells. Chemist, Jersey City, N. X

$2000-mod-

$4000-mod-

A Question of Grammar.
Hetty's uncle, who was a school
teacher, met her on the street one
beautiful May day and asked her If
she was going out with the Maying
party.
"No, I ain't going."
"Oh, my little dear," said her uncle,
"you must not say 'I ain't going,' " and
he proceeded to give her a little lesson
in grammar. "You are not going. He
is not going. We are not going. You
are not going. They are not going.
Now, can you say all that, Hetty?"
"Sure I can," she replied, making a
courtesy. "There ain't nobody goinjr "
Lutheran.

"Chickens a Nuisance."
"Chickens a nuisance," declares the
Charleston News and Courier. What,
fried? Baltimore Sun.
Chickens a nuisance? Yes, when
all they leave of your garden Is a
reminiscence; yes, when the young
cock, full of the joy of life, rouses
you in the early dawn; yes, when
vulgar fowl whips
some
the very Ufe out of your blooded pet;
yes, when the pip or other ailment
worries the amateur breeder. But
when fried? Never!

Sage Advice for Husbands.
Rev. Father Bernard Vaughan, S. J.
thus advises husbands about their
wives: "Never attempt to check the
flowing tide of her talk. Let her talk
on while you possess your soul in
peace. Remember that a woman needs
Naturally.
Magistrate (to witness) I under- many more safety valves and outlets
stand that you overheard the quarrel for her temperament Be patient
between the defendant and his wife? with her.
Witness Yes, sir.
The man who has a talkative wife
Magistrate Tell the court. If you
may have a whole lot to say, but he
can, what he seemed to be doing.
gets a chance to say it
Witness He seemed to be doln' the seldom
llstenln'. Pearson's Weekly.
IN THK flITHMER
children uv.rtndulge

Important to Mothers.

O'tUlV

in eating fruits with Itomeh
pin9Maconiunnc;nioinerasnuaianveon
bum
MaklUw(FwivOBTU'). 25c, 36c and Mc bottle

Examine carefully every bottle of
CA8T0RIA a safe and sure remedy for
Many a
woman has
Infants and children, and see that it her modiste to thank for it
Bears the
If you wish beautiful, clear, white clothes
Signature of
use Red Croes Ball Blue. Large 2 es.
S cents.
package,
Years.
Over
Use
SO
In
For
each department and subdivision if
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
carefully described and
Her string la soon worn out If a girl
citizens are made to leel perfectly a
Language of Eden.
has too many beaux.
home in the business houses of thf
He (looking at the catalogue of
government
women's styles) They still use the
Formerly It was the custom to take language of the first fashion plate,
visitors through the vaults in the don't they?
It's too much to expect cross-bretreasury building, where millions of
His Wife What do you mean?
dogs to be amiable.
dollars are stored. On one occasion
He Pig. 1. Fig. 2. and so on.
Judge.
small boy, tempted by the Immense
amount of glittering gold and silver.
Cathedral Insured for Large Sum.
cut one of the bags with his pocket
A guilty conscience Is apt to be its
St. Paul's Cathedral, London, la inknife and made away with the twe
own excuser.
sured for $475,000.
"cartwheels," as the heavy
silver pieces are referred ta
Since that time the vaults have
been closed to visitors, except to those
who get permission from the secretary
of the treasury. In the large vault
which is 89 feet long and 51 feet wide,
is stored $165,000,000 in coin for the
redemption of gold and silver certifi
cates.

Small Theft Makes "Uncle Sam" Careful

FEW years ago, when
A Cleveland
was president the

BURNED.

By Boiling Grease

Learn Cause of Laziness in the South
extermination from the southland has
become painfully manifest
To get rid of the parasite ..the pa
tlent must needs deprive himself of
any and all substances containing
even the slightest percentage of alcohol. This, of course, includes the "red
liquor" so dear to the palate of the
victim. What the doctor fears is a
dialogue something like this when the
government physician goes forth in
the south to exterminate the worm
and comes up with the first victim:
Doctor in order to effect a cure
you must abstain from liquor.
Victim Abstain! Do you mean it,
sah?
Doctor Yes, can't cure if you don't
abstain.
Victim How long did you say it
will take, sah?
Doctor Four days, Saturday and
Sunday and
The doctor quits the premises in a
hurry.
'
In summing up his Investigations
Dr. Stiles holds out one hope. He intimates that "real good red liquor" is
not as sustaining to the parasite as is
the cheaper grade, for he says that it
thrives most among the poorer classes
who drink the latter kind, which
probably Is imported from the north
Dr. Stiles' report on his investigation has been printed in the bulletin
of the United States bureau of

HORRIBLY

If

For Health
Kre you one of the many women who suffer from
of those ailments which are caused by female
trouble ? If you are, you want to get well, don't you t
You wish to get rid of the pain and the misery so you
may enjoy good health and be happy.
Thousands of other ladies, suffering as you
suffer, feeling as you feel, have successfully used
n
medicine for women, Cardui. They
that
all say Cardui is just what they needed to relieve
pain and bring back health. .Why not try Cardui
yourself!
some

well-know-

CARDUI
OH

The Woman's Tonic

170

Prepared from pure vegetable ingredients, if cannot
possibly hurt you. On the other hand, it is almost
sure to help you, judging by its success of more than
half a century.
Note this letter from Miss Boyd Richardson.
Danish, , C. She writes: "I was sick in bed and
could not stand on my feet more than
just a little while at a time. rAfter
taking three doses of Cardui, I began
to mend. After I had used it for a
week I was walking about. I believe
it is a wonderful medicine."
Don't wait trv Cardui nrl o-tre-HuwtJfiwF
well.
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ginning August 1. the following
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Locals or reading notices. One
No charge
Cenia word each issue
If locals are
made by ihe line
in
double
type,
black
fare
wanted
Fiaures
price will he charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
25 cents Minimum charge on tl Is
play advertising. $1 00.
Cards of thank, resolutions of re
tpect. ohiiu tries and noticed of
churches and societies where an ad
mis-io- n
lee Is charged to the affair
advertised one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papers in the t Tntory.

"ROOSTLETS."

j

canon and kick your own shallow
m the clay bank, and give men
the
w ho are working to build up
town a chauce. Une long fitced,
hollow eyed, winning, caping,
chronic kicker cau do more to
keep away business and capital
l mm a town than all the drouths,
short crops, chinch dugs, cyclones
and blizzards combined. If u
man lived at the North Pole and
rould find no other good to say
aiiout it, he could say his ice
bilí didn't come high. T. B.
Milton.
Miss Maude

Davis

is

the one

the September "Boost-let- "
dollar, her article having
receivec the largest number of
cotes. Who will set the October
lollar? Send in your '"boosts,"
to receive

Boost if you want to be with
ns,
For Alamo is made of that kind,
But Knock and we'll pass you
up,
For she wants you another location to find.
Dead people don't make live
towns. Those mummies over in
Egypt haven't built any towns
for 4,000 years. Are you a
Lacy Simms.
mummy?

Paso Fair

El

Fair Nov. 1st to 7th, '09The El Paso fniruml exposition
will take place Nov. 1st to 7th, '09.
A display of the resources of the
great southwest consisting of
mineral, live stock, poultry,
agriculture, horticulture, art,
ami merchant and manufacture
displays will be there. Amusements of various natures will be
provided and there seems to be
i he assurance of a fine fair.
See
lisplay ad for further purtieu
El Paso

O

GORDO'S

The
Town
To
Tie
To

The
Land
of

Sunshine
and
Fruit
Beech

In the constant wetting of your
whistle, always put in a toot for
Alamogordo.

Beech.

Cowards kick, courageous men
boost.
One booster or one kicker will
do little for or against Alamogordo, but a long boost, a strong
boost anda boost altogether, will

Hid a Narrow Escape.
Mrs. U.
J. Beinus and her
children had a narrow escape
serious injury, Tuesday
morning, when the horse they
were driving became frightened
at a stick of wood laying on a
bridge north east of town. The
animal began backing and sent
the buggy down a steep embank
ment at that place at the bottom
if which there was a deep ditch
of water. In some manner the
shafts gave away freeing the
horse so, otherwise than a badly
broken buggy and some painful
bruises to the occupants, no
further damage was done.
from

Received the Silver Set.
Miss Avery Oliver was the one
to recieve the beautiful set of
Bros, silverware
1847 Roger
iiven by the Lone Star Minstrels,
last Saturday night. Ihe set
consisted of knives, forks, spoons,
in fact, a complete set. As it
happened, none of Miss Oliver's
people wefe present at the performance so the present was a
complete surprise to her when

presented late that evening.
The set was furnished the Minstrels by H. S. Evans, the jewel-

"Taff'ian

smile,"
If you'd come out here a while,
Yes !a grin. M. B.Davis.

Show

without a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powder,
for Children, for use throurhont the seasons
They Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething; Disorders, Headache mad
Stomach Troubles. THESE POWDERS
NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Dm Stores. 25c.
Don't sreept toy tubnitv. A trial package will be
ent FREE to any mother who wilt address
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy. N. T.

THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO,
I (Incorporated)
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
.adías' Ready to Wear Dry Goods, Shoes,
Men'a Clothing- and Hata. We cordially ex-'f- tf
no invitation to yon to visit oarestab-il.umewhan la sl PASO. TEXAS.

at Alauioguruo, County
ltelu, Territory ol xNuv Me. lei., oa
ue 30iU uay ol Juur, A. D. 190U. here
ij cei my lüat at a uieeilug ol the Muck.
ho uers ol saiu ciupau held at A aino- Presbyterian Church.
county ol Ohio, lemtui , u(
a,lo, HOllcu,
on the 30th day ol Juus
.o
Sunday school 10 a. m.
A U. 1909, at which there wa rupts
Treadling at 11 a. in. and 7 :30 s meo. lu pcr-o- u or by proxy, an ul ms
capital stock ot sum cum- We had good services last outslaiiuing
iidiu , all oi the Loi eis of salu
la
Sunday. You are invited to open ineeltug gave their contentsiu.k
iu in.
ci easing the capital stuck ol saiu com
come again and
tauy to InreeHunureu ibuusauu Uul-ia- ra
friends.
i$3UUO0U), auu voted in l.i.
u
amenuitig dection t Ive t&) uf the Articled
Christian Church-Sundaol incorpoiaiiou so mat the tame tiiail
,
leau a- - ioIiows:
school 10 a. m.
"Sec. 5. Toe amount of the tutal
11 a. m. and 7 180
auiuuiueu capital aloca ol tue corpora
lioti shall be t3bM,uou, and the tame
p. m.
snail be dividi ó, lulo 3 000 shan
uf
Everybody welcome
tue par vatue ol Slot) U0 each. Ihe
time.
amount ol the capital stock wim ahiel
Stacy S. Phillips Pastor. aid corporation shall commence UusiuesS
suan be 15.000, auO all slock ul said
coiporaliou shall be couimou stuck '
1 bat tue location ol its principal and
registered office lu New Mexico Is at the
Where To Buy It.
rirst National Uauk offices on lutli
in Itie towu ol Alamugordo. Buutt-t- )
The News is u sale in Ala street
ol Utero, lerritory ol New Mexico,
mogordo at
i.rren Bros.' and the name ul the agent therein and
e 5 cents a in chaige thereol and upon whom pro
durg store.
i
cess way oe served is 11. JjSAnuer-u,,- .
copy.
Whereot, e have her. na
(Jloudcroft pew e will find to lu Witness
sel our hands and affiled the ullicial
The News on sate 1 Bailey's seal oi said corporation at Alaiuugurdu,
Mew Mexico, on Ibis the 3uin ua ot
Pharmacy.
A.ugust, A. I). 1909.
f. J. WILLIAMS,
tSigued;
Vice President and Secretary.
(Signed)
JAS. CKAWKtUU),
Offer No. 1 McClsre's Maga-

every

hipless effect, buy

a Kabo No. 701.
zine,

Woman's Home CompanThere's nothing in ion and The Pacific Monthly,
costing $4.50, will be sent at a
stylish models that special rate of $3.00. Offer No. 2 McClure's Magaisn't made by the zine, Review
of Reviews and
The Pacific Monthly, costing
manufacturers
$6.00, will be sent for 3.G0.
this famous corsete Offer No. 3 Human Life,
Ideal Home anil Pacific Monthly
will be sent for $2.00.
We carry a full line
Order by inutility and send
your order accompanied by pos-ta- i
of Kabo Corsets
moi.ey order for the amount
to The Pacific Monthly, Porlan
( Irejron.

of

Prices $5 to $i

Kabo Corset Co.

KabO Style 701. A Straight si Timed emrr of extreme lenitli with moderately Msn bust: made of batista
with lace trim: ha52 pa:r rif linse supporters; l2Miacfl
to 3ft
Price, $1.50
front clasp; white only. Sizes
Rabo Style 702. Same at 701. in coctil wiiu or.'..

E.

H

COX

We recommend the
K::bo Form Reducing
Corset; it is effective
and comfortable.

&

CO.

OCXXXXXCXXCXCiX000XXXX

FINE

Electric lron.a

BOOKLET

PRINTING

Land men, and others who

desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News' job
office. We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.

I Hot Point Pacific

Legal Notices.
First Pub. Sept. 23; last Hub. Oct. 21
Notice Of Publication.
Sept. 21. 19U9.
Notice Is hereby given that Annie
Másenme, ol Alamognrdn, N. M., who.
m March 21, 1M3. mpde llrmesteari En
in- No 3it"0 (serial 01459). (or Nb
Section 33, Township 16 S . Range 9 E
w. m
r. Meridian, ha filed notice ol
Intention to make Final Free Yeai
Proof, to establish claim to the hum
above described, before F. J. Hush, U
S. Commissioner, at Alamogordo N. M .
on the 1st day of November. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George Dilland,
of Alamogordo, N. M.
M Orant,
of
do
Frank Adcocke, of
do
Kichard Dilland of
do
Signed I JOSE GONZALES,

Register.

First

THE

This labor-savin-g
necessity may be used by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to yon on
The iron will cost yon nothing during the

Thirty Days Free Trial.

Secretary Pro lein.
State of Texas,
Couuv of EI I'aao,
Uu this the 2nd day of September, A,
1). lvuU, betore me personally appeared
If. J. Williams aud James Crawmrd
snow ii. lu uie to be Ihe persun- - desoí bed
u and who executed the foregoing
and ibe said F. J. Williams Is
urlher kuuwu to me to be the Vict
Piexideul and Secretary of the I. a a
Lumber Cuiupauy and the said .lames
Cravtft.rU, the Secretary Pro Teui, as
described in said loregolng itistruiiient
aim eacli ot iheiu acknowledged to me
mat tbev executed said lustrum ni as
neir free act aud deed.
(Jin Witness Whereof, 1 have hereunto
subscribed tut band the dav ami tear
uist above wrllteii lu this eertlticule.
-

I.Noiaiiai Seal)
(Mgued)
JOHN D. MAM i.N.
Notary I'oiiiir. El Paso County , i -.
In the matter ol iucieasing the Capital
Mock ol the Logau LttmborCompauv,
Affidavit of Vice Preatdeul and Secretan
(
stale of Texas,
'
County ol E. Paso.
Ve, the undersigned, r..l. Wiliitins,
Vice President auu ,ecrelai .of the l.o- gaa Lumber Com pauy. and James! raw- loru. who acted as hvcictary pro lem ai
meeting ul tuo directors and :t meel
ing of the stockholders of said company
Held at Alamogordo, count
ot Ulero,
lerritory at New Mexico, on the :i0.h
lay ol June, 1909, being Brst OBlJ sworS
jo say un oath that the President of
said company,
. L
Logan, is absent
uoin the Territory ot New Mel Ice, ua
mat the uuder.-lgueF. J. Williams,
tor that reason Is acting President of
said corporatloi .
Alliums further state that at a meet
ing ol the stockholders of said corporation held at Ihe towu of Alamogordo,
county of Otero, Territory of New Mex
ico, ou the aiith day ul June, l9uu, at
- uil-I-i
all ol the owners of the outsiai
capital stock of said corporation
were represented by person or by proxy.
til ol the said owners of the outsianu-u- g
capital stock of said corporation
gave tbeir asset t to Increasing the capl- ai stock of said corporation to the sua
i
3ijóijtt(i, and authorized and diri mo
that Section 5 of the Articles of Incorporation of the company be amend, d so
that the same hereafter shall read ss
follows,
Sec. 5.
The amount of the tutal
authorised capital stock of the corpora
tion shall be S3U0.0O0. and tbe same
shall be divided into 3,000 shares of the
par value of tlOO 00 each. The amount
of the capital stock with which said cor
poration shall commence business shan
be be $13,000, and all stock of said corporation shall be common stock."
That the location of Its principal and
registered office In New Mexico Is at the
First National Rank offices on 10th
street In the town of Alamogordo, coun
ty of Utero, Territory of New Mexico,
and the name of the agent therein and
In charge thereof and upon whom process may be served Is H. J. Anderson.
lSigned
F. J. WILLIAMS.

Pub. Oct. 14; last pnb. Nov. 4 1909
DF.APRTMENT OK THE INTERIOR
U. S Land Office at Las Crucen N M
Del It lonu
Notice Ii berebv arlven that
u
ubnuunu. ui a aim n irnn m m
on September 28. 1904. made Homestead
uutrv. no. zsa (eral 01615) lor
WWÑWk Sec. 13. and RUNRl
1
Vice President and Secretary.
(Signed
JAS. CRAWFORD.
17 8- - Rnge 1 E..
J4,nTo.wn,h,P
Ü"
-,
.
a.
-Secretary Pro Tern.
menoian, has tiled notice ot
Sworn to and subscribed before me oa
intention to make Final Five Year Proof
to establish claim to the lanri
a. this the 2nd day of September, A.
scribed, before F. 3. Rush n a n
(Signed)
JOHN D. MASON,
'1'2;!r:.i,AUm!,Sorao' N- - ., on the
Notary Public, IU Paso county, Texas.
Sealj
Claimant names as witnesses:
8. W. Falreblld, of Alamogordo, N. M.
ENDORSED:
Melsy Flemmlng, of
No.
106.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. , Pag
do
A. R. Carlisle,
Amendment to Articles of
of Cloudcroft, N. M
Albert Cassev.
LOGAN LUMBER CO.
of
do
Increasing Capital Stock.
JOSE GONZALES, Register
Piled In office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Sep. 4, 1909; i P. M.
TERRITORY OP NEW MEXICO
NATHAN JAFFA.
OFFICE OF TUB SECRETARY.
Secretary.
Contlontd top of not colana
Compared C. F. K. to O.

iaui

MOST EFFICIENT IRON ON THE MARKET.
at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with
greatest amount of heat directly in the point.
The patented stand attached to the heel of the iron is most
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidden in the folds of the work.

i,

pr0,.liiir

F you want the extreme length in a corset,
the one that gives the long lines and the

1909

.uuipauy, heid

bring your

J. O. ROUS, jr., Secretary.

Copyright

J

non-churc- li

niemoers are coidially invited.
John H. Murray, Pastor.

Very Low Railway
Rates on your line.

Weak

is a sin ;
You would wear a

a
Gracfi Methodist Episcopal Church
Couot ol Ulero.
Sunday School at it) o'clock.
We, tbe uuueralgned. F. J.
n uu.
Prpachine at 1J a. in. and 7:80 Vice f rcaidem auu secretary oi the Logan Lumber Company, anu James (
p. in.
loru. woo acted as becreturv pro teni at
i uiienug
ol tne siocKbolucrs ...
All btrangers und

Os-Ap- le

er.

Contest Closes this Week.
men are overcome by
This week closes the baby con
difficulties; strong men come test at the Alcazar theater and
over them. M. A. Clements.
it will soon be known which one
of the sixteen little ones will re
"Success comes in cans,
As
ceive the enlarged picture.
Failure in can'ts,"
Mr. Jones
special
a
Inducement,
Let us mike Alamo a can-in- g
is giving two extra tickets with
O. L. T.
factory.
every $1.00 purchase and these
If your looking-fo- r a home, dont will be good for an unlimited
length of time and your favorite
delay,
But come to Alamogordo, hereto can have the credit of the votes
now.
stay ;
In our beauteous summer land,
Mrs. J. D. Clements went to
You'l receive a welcome hand,
this morning, to visit
Highrolls,
thats our way.
M. H. Fisher and family a few
grape,
apple,
Here we raiss the
days.
and pear.
tasted,
you
ever
Just the best
any where,
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
who value their own comfort and
We have farms, both large, and theMothers
welfare of their children, should never be

friary.

Territory of New Meaico,

Air Ship, daily flights, $15,000
Harness and Running purses.
Indian Village, five bands, Santa Fe trail, 16 Shows and 3 Free
Acts.
Baseball Tournament,
Southwestern Championship.
Parade and
The Great
Carnival, Theaters and etc.

bring results.

small,
Homestead lands for one and all,
get your share,
In the City you must feel so shut
in,
Why! to stay there all your life

ed to all.

Amusements

you are ill and yearn for

LAM

Seior

SOUTHWEST, viz:- - Mineral,
Live Stock, Poultry, Agriculture
Horticulture, Art, and Merchant and Manufacture Exhibits

-

Increasing Capital Stock,

ie

Will show a grand display of the
vast resources of the GEEAT

Dorr

of
LOGAN LUMUhR COMPANY,

No. Bind.
And also, that 1 bave compared the
iil, .wing cop) ol the same, stlth tu
oilglual iher. ol now oo file, and deciare
It to be a correct trauscript tberciriai
..uu ol the whole thereof.
Uiveti under m) baud and the Ureal
M. E. Church, SoulK
ot the Terrlion ol Mew Mexic.
t
at the M. ocal OH)
All regular
ol Santa fe. the Capital. B
E. church, South, next Sunday. this fourth day ot September, A ü ni,
NaIUAN JA FA.
Stmtlav schiM.l at WH. a ni.
(seal)
Secretary ol New
league at 3 p. in. Junlu toe matter ol increasing the I upiut
ior Leaeue at 4. in.
Stock ol the L.ian Lumber Company.
A wdial invitation is extend
ot Vice Piestdent ami Ss
W. V. Ti.kr, I'astor. CertiUcaie

Features

Horse Show

t

I, Nathan Jaffa. .Secretary of th
ritor) of New Meilco. oo faereb)
mere wa HIM lur record to ibis i.nij
ai two o'clock. P. M uu the fourth daa
oi September. A. U 1909:
AuiruUmeut to Articles of laeorporaiioa

church Sunday at Jl a. m.
Evening Services 7 :80
Suntlav school at 9:45 a. m.
Strangers welcomed.

1

-

A

Baptist Church.

November to 7,1909.
Educational

Weekly.

Pastor S. B. Osllswsy will
prrach at the First Baptist

and Exposition

Entertained at Southwestern.
Mrs. L. P. Arnold entertained
health,
at the Soutnwestern hotel, TuesIf you are poor and wish for day, with aseven course luncheon. A very pretty color scheme
wealth,
If you long for home of beauty of pink and white prevailed
throughout and a very pleasant
rare,
afternoon was reported. Bridge
If you usk for something surpas- followed the luncheon and' Mrs.
sing fair;
Saltzgaber received first prize
and the second was won by Mrs.
If for business fields you seek,
K. M. Jackson.
The following
sleek,
and
For investments fat
ladies were present : Mesdames
For a country fair and bright.
U. Ü Bryan, V. H. Ungles,
Filled with joyous air and light Edith Flint, J. L Laweoti, F. G.
Then come to Alamogordo."
Holland, S. M. Parker, W- E.
Beech Warren, R. M.Jackson and Mrs.
Saltzgaber.

"If

Review

lots of room.

ars.
The boostlet dollar for Septem
ber i. waiting a claimant, send
in your íotes at once.

Churcb Notices

frinn Iji Luz.

the
If you are a kirker and
shadows if failure in everything
that is proposed to help the
town in which jou live, lor heaven's sake go into some secluded

.h..

'

H. B. BRUBAKBB 4 CO., Prop.
Mrs. W. E. Palmer came MonlNurror i W. I Mil.)
day to visit Mrs. J. 0. Harry.
WHOLESALE
AID RETAIL FRESH, SALT
Tuesday they left for Capitán, General Dray and Transfer Line
ANO PICKLED MEATS
N. M., Mrs. Palmer's home, l. . inn Hbous 177-- t
P.
Bui 11?
Offir Pbon- - 182 AlimoKi.rdn. a. M Poultry, Game, and Fish. Home
where Mrs. Barry will remain a
week for a visit.
CITY MEAT MARKET CO.
Made Sausage a Specialty.

CHAS. L. WEST,

HAWKBS CUT GLASS
AND

PICKARD CHIKA

better than

we

0Dt cent
I

mum

io

word

mSmm

neb

ADS

insertion.

The line of LADIES' ENVELOPE PURSES received a
few days ago are going fast. Don't be too late.
Finest quality and exceedingly low prices.

Corner

I

Mrs. L. A. Falcone,

went to El

611

AttaTwy at
9

Physician and Surgeon
Honpltal

Cantar
R.

QK. J.

O. D. WARNOCK & CO.
Contractors and Builders.

4

GILBERT,

Sartén,

Offilce, Upstairs In the Gilbert

Phone

Phone

N. M.

ALAMOGORDO.

Physician aid

Paso, Saturday.

10.

QEORGE 0. BRYAN,

On Jhm

tl.

FOR SALE I have a few 1908
hatched S. G. B. Minorcas for
and
sale at bargain prices-Ca- ll
see them or i.hone 157.
44tf. Thos. O'Reilly, Ohio Ave.

Law.

and

Rea. Phone 83.

13.

Baildin.
N. M.

Alamoirordo.

Robert Newton Woodwortfe
Mains EaalBttr

Cost you no more to have your work done right, your materials carefully selected, than to employ some others who will
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed only in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to know how. Our experience of nearly
thirty years is at your service.
Office and shop half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.

We are
ENGRAVED CARDS
prepared to take ordf rs for en
Kara van Coffee. That rich graved visiting cards and can
furnish same at very low price?
creamy
kind at Hughes'.
Paso
El
to
JJ. Kichmond went
quality considered. Samples can
week.
of
the
part
the latter
M. E. Hi born left Tuesday for be seen at the JNbws office.
Paso, where he is going locate.
El
Nashville,
from
A. C. Kidwell
OLD PAPER S For Sale
indefinite
for
an
is
in
town
Teuu.,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodside from Five cents a bundle. Alamo
stay.
Oscura, N. M. are visit ing friends gordo News.
here.
Mr. Schofield made a business
FINE PRINTING The News
Monday
J. P. Crutsinger and family has the best equipped job print- trip to La Luz,
moved to Miami, Oklahomo, this ng department in this part ot
New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed.
week.
M FT. Fisher and family of
R. White, from Iowa, has been WANTED Good work team in
High Rolls, are visiting friends
visiting his cousin, Mrs. M. H. xchange for two lots and a two
here, this week.
TOWNSHIP PLAT showing
room house in Aiamogorao.
Fisher.
W. D. Randall and W. W.
the location of your home, and
Hollister,
Address, Jack
Perry Kearney (Jr.) of Cloud
your neighbors and all the
Hardy went to Globe Arizona,
Cloudcroft, N. M.
croft, is visiting friends here
Sunday, on business.
roads. A great convenience and
this week.
old established
WANTED-- An
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
Geo. Ferguson from Tueumcari
manufacturing company desires
L.
a year's subscription The News.
engineer,
Jones,
W.
civil
Sunday
until
was in Alamo, from
manager in each
residence
a
expectsto
Mexico,
Old
for
leave
Plat applies to any township in the
Tuesday, visiting friends here.
responsible
county financially
county.
this week.
for $300 to $600 in cash supplying
BartL. Hillman left for
pro
our
for
created
demands
the
Saturday, to which place Mrs. W. H' Gleason and Mrs. ducts, attending to the sales, de
W. Keltchleft for a visit at
he goes as an instructor in the J.
liveries, collections, advertising,
Bay wood, N. M.
etc.. report weekly, no Canvass
El Paso Military School.
ne. We ray eood salary and
Lordsburg,
Buck
for
Will
left
at
There will be no services
expences; position perma
office
N. M., Tuesday. His wife will
Liber
nent; send reierences.
at the Grace Methodist church,
ty" Mfg. Association, 4 State
Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. John follow in a short time.
C.S.Faust returned from Okla street, Chicago.
Murray, will be out of town.
homa, Saturday night, where he
Dr. and Mrs. Lassiter and their
had been a short time.
Pincham's Stock of
Martin,.
Wilburn
Mrs.
daughter,
of Cloudcroft, visited Harry
J, K. Khein, trom r.1 faso, is
Hanson and familv the past in town in the interests of the
Remington Typewriter Coweek.
AT
Miss
and
glad
L.
M
to
see
Ellsworth
We
Fitchett
are
Mr.
Viella Stilwell were married at Martin out again, after his re
SEE
Bowis, Arizona, the first of the cent attack of appendicitis.
well
week. Both parties are
Mrs. L. N. Jones expects to
Foaled May 14,
Perdieron Stallion, black with star.
known here.
have her mother, from Indiana
ON 10th STREET
1905 ; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
The business club wish to here for the winter with her
ONE 0R6AN AT A BAR6AIN.
think Mrs. Kerr, of College addi111. This splendid horse is now the propW. R. Cunninghan, Ben Irvin
tion, for a beautiful bouquet of and Will Niebert went to Caval
erty of the
o vsatitheiiiunis which she sent
lero canon hunting, this week, U
flowto them yesterday from her
be gone several days.
PERGHERON
BREEDING
ALAMOGORDO
ASSOCIATION
er bed.
Mrs C. O'Brien and daughter
Mrs A.E.Andrews, accompani- Maria, from El Paso,
are located
and will make the season at the barns of the
Quinliven Block.
ed by her mother and two sons,
During
íere for the winter.
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Custom Tailoring in latest styles.
joined her husband here this the past summer they were at
Terms:
Choice Patterns alwaxs in stock.
morning. Mr. Andrews recently
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.
French Dry Cleaning and Repair-loMountain Park.
according to latest methods.
removed to this place from
guaranteed
Goods
not to shrink.
Rev. John H. Murray and Mr
Kansas City.
Ladies' Goods a specialty . . .
by
L. L. Janes,
accompanied
Delivered.
and
'Phone 127.
Wild for
The Sonth M. E. church gave a
fo'r a few days
wives,
left
their
program Sunday evening,
hunt on the Mescalero Apache
to a large audience. A free w
reservation, Tuesday
Indian
offering was taken which is to
morningbe applied towards the purchase
Messrs. Clarence Hunter, Rog
of a new organ to take the place
er
Williams, u. v. Jones,
use
in
of the old one now
Shepard,
Victor Haggquist and
L. L. Janes, technical assistant
all went to El Paso
Hill
Jim
in the IT. 8. Department of
returning the first of
Saturday,
few
Agriculture, is home on a
week.
the
days vacation. Mr. Janes ha6
Messrs. Logan Meeks and
been engaged in important reconnaissance work ou the Pecos Emmet Hancock, accompanied
National ForeBt. for some time by the Misses Louise and Daisy
Murphy and Ruth Gordon, took
past.
a most enjoyable auto trip to La
J. N. Anderson brought in five Luz, Sunday.
prices on goods
There will be son)e
potatoes, Saturday, which were
We are now able to give our
this sale.
raised in Peñasco canon in an
altitude of 8000 feet above sea customers the best grades of enREMANTS-.-Lonnill lengths of perfect goods
level. They are of fine quality, graved work at very reasonable
large size and very smooth. They price. Gall and see our samples
bargain prices Space does not permit detailed
have been Dlaced on exhibit in and the News will satisfy you aa
mention of these remnants, but it will be well
to prices and quality.
the club rooms.

JOCAbJTEMS

MAJOR,

H."

Firat National Bank Buildln.

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

gold watch.
FOUND Ladies
Owner can have the same by
pruviug property and pu.ying (or
this ad. Call at fSewsoihee.

Where the prices are right.

Oth and Penn. Ave.

Let us

Good milch cow.
Enquire at Rice's store, or address box mi. Alamogordo, N. M.

IN JEWELRY

OIBcc Upstair
rirmt National Bank Haildlnir.

Room.

In soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
They know. It's
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

KENT: Two desirable offices

FOR SALE,

HENRY S. EVANS

Attsnjiys at 1m

The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.

Min

''

44

EVERYTHING

Reputation For Reliability..

in the First National Bank build
ing, second floor. Apply at the
44tf.
bank.

carry.

HEKRY A SHERRY

.

CLASSIFIED
The best cut glass and the finest hand painted
china that art ran produce. New goods just in.
Come in and see these two lines, and yon will
find that the prices are just what they should
be. The excuse that "freight rates are high,"
does not exist at this f tore.
JEWELRY. You can get hothing later or

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Examinations' and reports.
References exchanged.

Just What
You Want
A

El-Pas- o,

I The News.

mmmmmmmumm

152-1-

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telephone No. 20.

O.

mmwmTnmnwtwmmmmmwií J

I
I

. . .

Box 371.

NO. W. TOMPSON,
Lawyer,
Practice in all conrtaand noTernmeat
Departments.
Offices. Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank
Building. Alamoirordo.

QR. J.

G. HOLMES.
Physician.

Office over Rol land's Drotr Store.

M.

)R.

IONE HULETT,

Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court Hons

Alamognrdo, New Mexico.
H.

GUDGER,

D. D. 8.

Dentist.
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
hridife work, porcelain inlays; also
(fold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.

JARVIS,

D"

K. B.

Office

over First National Bank.

Dentist
Phone

71.

ALAMOGORDO.

N. M.

Sewing Machines

Make Your Final Proofs Before

Cut Prices

United States Commissioner

-

NO.

MENGER
I. Jerzykotvski

Merchant Tailor

g

46328

F.

Office

J. BUSH,

Alamogordo, N. M.
Just East of The News
with J, Q. Grant.

A. E, ANDREWS

Office

REALTY GO.

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Valley Lands. Money to
loan, latuogordo Property.

$

H. La Salle

1

Land and Irrigation Ditch surveying a specialty.
Maps and
Blue Prints made to order.

Work

Surveyor

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

mu-iica- l

-

OUT!!!
WATCH
For the Bis Reduction
Sale of Clothing, Hats
and Men's Shoes beginning Fri. Oct. 29th.
eye-openi-

ng

at

at

g

The Wednesday Bridge club
met at the home of Mrs. S. M

Parker, this week. A pleasant
afternoon was spett playing
bridge after which dainty re
freshments were served. The
prizes were awarded to Mrs. G
J. Wolfinger (let.) and Mrs. W
H. Ungles (2nd.)

A very pleasant social evening
was spent at the home of Mrs.
0. D. Warnock, Thursday last,
by the Sooth Methodist Senior
League. The evening was devoted to games and in other enjoyable ways, after which, refreshments were served. A fine
time was reported by all.

Insurance Policy

A. F.

Menger

Agent
Phone 134
Tenth St.

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.
(Eropean plan)
Rooms 75c 91 and $1.80

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texaa. The best equipped rea
taurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. CHA3.ZEI6BR.Prop.

BARRINGER'S

worth looking at the rert)nant table as it will
contain a full line of staple goods.

FeeflMimySlafile

The Old Reliable Place,

Fine Camping Ground

G.

J.

WOLFINGER.

under cover. . .
Good Horses, Good Rigs,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

BUST OF SHAKESPEARE

SlIDreme

1

mm

I I

ful! ami

I

!.

then--inrc-

iliat can (rnifie ii i low.
Thai bvc i tlu Decenary and nirt hUasIul condition of
human life vi acknowledged by all the religioua tenchinga of
antiquity. Iii all the teaching of the rages, Egyptian, Stole,
Brahmin, Bnddhiat, Taoiat and other, concord, pity, mercy,
In
philanthropy ami love in general were considered the chief virtue.
the highest ..I these teachings ilii acknowledgment reached the point at
which love for everything that lives was lauded ami even the principle of
returning good for evil; ami this was particularly taught by the Taoists

Dogs

Children

Known Contemporary
of Shakespeare.

Likeness

lleved to be the work of Gerard Johnson, who erected in the church at
Stratford on Avon the portrait bust
to which this bears a strong resemblance. It resembles markedly also
the Droeshoet print which was used
as frontispiece to the First Folio edition of Shakespeare's works.
It Is put down as work of the late
sixteenth or early seventeenth century, and it served as the model on
which Kent and Scheemakers designed
their Shakespeare monument lor the
Poets' Corner of Westminster abbey.
The statuette is about fifteen inches
high and in good preservation except
for some wormholes and a crack in
the base.
The history of It as given dates
from the life of the poet's sister, Joan
Shakespeare, and it remained in the
family until Thomas Hart, the fifth in
direct line of descent from Joan, di
rected a relative, Thomas Hornby, to
rent Shakespeare's birthplace and ex- molt tnis bust and other relics there.
There the bust continued on exhibition until 1820, when Mr. Hornby's
widow left the house owing to an increase In the rent. She took it to a
house across the way, where it was
shown for some time longer.
In 1830 the executors of Thomas
Hornby sold it to Miss Craven of
Bath, an eccentric collector, who died
not long ago at an advanced age. It
was found on her death in a store cupboard, wrapped in paper, where it had
lain a long time forgotten. It passed
on her death to the ownership of Hugh
Baker, who caused its sale at Sotheby's. It is carved of mulberry wood.

Some years ago. when I first started in HEROIC
SAILOR
SAVED
business for myself on a small scale,
kept my little store open every day of the Sprang Overboard to Get Help for
Shipwrecked Mate, and Nearly
Week
Perished.
Sunday was my best day and its sales
New York. After 26 hours of wild
were wortti more to me than any two other
battling with the sea, alone on a driftdays of the week. I kept this up for some ing, wave-sweraft. Madden Persson,
I ,'mc' )U mia"v I began to notice that my the sailor of the Arlington, which
,,,
went ashore in the storm off Long
I, ,
....
w,
i
I I1'.;
.........Hi;.
3UUU1U
uu.i
uui ,..i,.
niiai u ,.i,,,i.i
Beach, has been saved.
He was
he.
In thinking it over I soon concluded landed In this city by the schooner
that it was the strain of working for seven Irene and Mary, which docked at the
By G. T. AXTELL
days continuously that was telling on me foot ut Beekman street.
Persson is the sailor who sprang
and sapping my vitality. Immediately I overboard In an attempt to reach
,
quit the. Sunday opening and never re shore to get help for his shipmates
who was borne to sea on a hatch
y
sumed it, and it was the wisest move of my business career.
I and
cover and had been given up as lost.
employ over 00 men and I see to it that they all get one full day's rest
Drifting ten miles off Atlantic Hills
out of seven. This is a matter of hygiene, quite as much as religion.
he saw the sails of the Irene and
Mary and managed
to signal the
ship. A boat was lowered and be
JOY FOB THE FARMERS.
was rescued.
On the prairies of .Minnesota, Xorth and South Dakota, Nebraska,
Although Persson was attired only
Iowa and Illinois the greatest grain crop of history is awaiting the har- in a pair of canvas pants and an unvest. All through the northwest and central west the crops are the heav- dershirt, he was none the worse for
his long exposure to the gale and cold
iest in years and the acreage ia apparently larger than ever before. The when they got him aboard the Irene
yield this year of wheat, oats, corn, barley and other small grains gives and Mary. He drank six cups of cofIn one, borrowed
promise of the greatest crop which the prairies have ever produced. The fee, ate four meals
a clay pipe, smoked it and then fell
grain is all well headed and there is an abundance of straw. In passing asleep.
through the prairie states all one can see for miles and miles is waving
Lock. Fail to Keep Death Out.
lields of ripening grain, with the farmers busy with the harvest.
Pa. Following the death
The farmers themselves admit in most instances that the crop out- of Latrobe.
her aged husband, John Gardner, a
look is the best they have ever had and the farming towns and communi- civil war veteran, Mrs. Gardner haa
ties are bubbling over with the energy and joy due to this prospect of the lost her reason, refusing to admit anyone to her home near Lagonier, and
greatest crop in history. The hay crop also is abundant.
having interfered with the funeral
In the far west, where the effects of irrigation have been felt, the farm- and burial. She was alone with her
ers are also rejoicing in a fine crop prospect. In Oregon, Washington, husband when he died, and, possessed
with an idea that she could protect
Montana, Idaho and other western stales where irrigation has become a herself from the entrance of death,
factor fine crops of oats, wheat and alfalfa are in prospect.
she barricaded the house. She fastened
Throughout the fertile valleys of Washington along natural streams the windows, drew down the (hades,
bolted and locked the doors and piled
the hay crop is the heaviest which haa ever been harvested.
furniture against them and then lightT. C. HART.
ed lamp.
v.
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have lived to know that the secret
of bappinesr la never to allow Wor
energies to stagnate. Adam Clarke
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ARB VOIR CLOTHES Finen
Use Red Crone Ball Blue and sake th
white again. Large 2 or. packet, j
I

d

Are
Menace to
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Birmingham

It is certainly an odd advertisement."
"it is that sure."
"What do you make of it a joke of
some kind?"
The chances are that it is."
Two men sat at a table in a small
restaurant in Howard street, awaiting
the arrival of their breakfast orders.
One of them laid aside a morning
paper at the approach of a
waiter and the meal was begun and finished in almost absolute
silence.
Upon their departure, a heavy-set- ,
Individual of forty or
thereabouts, who was seated at the
next table, possessed himself of the
discarded journal and searched hurriedly, eagerly through the columns of
page.
the want-ad- .
Presently an ejaculation of satisfaction escaped his lips as his eye alightad. at
ed upon a short, twenty-worthe bottom of the page.
must be
"WANTED A burglar;
; professionaervy, willing,
al only. Cinch Job, easy money. Call
Blake, 23 Holmes street, city."
"Gee! Wonder wot th' game Is, anyhow? on th' square, or only a hoax?"

in previous

When I hear little children pleading
for permission to go out on the sidewalk
these warm evenings to enjoy outdoor fresh
ah- and play, my heart is filled with grief
to hear their mothers gay, "My little dears,
mamma is afraid to let you go out on the
sidewalk for fear some little pet Fido may
bite you."
What a shame thai so many of out
little children are deprived of the freedom
oí our sidewalks on account of so many
By C. S. RIGGS
useless dogs that infest the great city of
Chicago!
Human safety and life should
he held fur above dogs of all sorts.
Let. us have "children's hours" in the early evening and such hours
may be had if our city fatht rs take the matter up and pass an ordinance
to the effect that dogs found on the streets of Chicago during "children's
hours," between six and 8:30 p. ni., shall meet the penalty of death.
(live our little children a chance to enjoy themselves without fear
of dogs. Let us help the children to play on our sidewalks, enjov themselves and 11)1 their lungs with fresh air before being housed up for the
night.
Very few people complain of children's sidewalk enjoyment:
I am
not, as young as I was, nor as old as 1 expect to be, but I hope I may die
before 1 become so ok! as to ho annoyed by the laughter of innocent

Speaking of literature, maaT
man's love letters have made a
elded hit with a jury.

cc'upyrlght, by Dully Story Pub. Cu.)

an

as

"

BY W. A. WILKINSON

and Buddhists.
teachings love was considered to be one
lu all the
..t the virtues, hut not what the Christian teaching acknowledges it to be:
metaphysically the foundation of everything; practically the supreme law
of human lift
that is. the law which admits of no exception.
The Christian teaching in it relation to all the ancient teachings is
no new and special teaching; it is only a more clear and definite expression of that foundation of human lile which was felt and vaguely
preached by previous religions. The Christian teaching is jieeuliar only
in that, being the latest, it. more exactly and definitely expresses the
essence of the law of low. and the guidance for conduit inevitably following therefrom.
So that, the Christian teaching of love is not
religions, merely the inculcation of a given virtue, but it is the definition of the supreme law of
human life, and of the guidance for conduct inevitably
resulting therefrom. The teaching of Christ explains
why this law is the supreme law of human life, and it
also points out the line of action a man must follow or
avoid in consequence of his avowal of the truth of
this teaching.
But thi' Christian teaching, in its real meaning,
acknowledging the law of love to Ik; supreme, and its
application in life to he exempt from any exceptions,
rejected all violence and
by that acknowledgment
consequently could not help rejecting the world's
whole organization, founded as it is on violence.

hi

Do your feet TO feel tired, tes
sore at night! Rub them with
tíff
Hamlin. Wisard Oil. They'll fe Ja
the morning and eo will you.

I

I.rmlon. Here la an illustration of
the bust of Shakespeare which was
sold at Sotheby's recently for $2.U-- ".
Between the time of the discovery of
the bust and Its sale many persons
had gained the idea that it was to go
for much more money than it broushi
The bust, however, has no great artistic value, according to what haa
been said of it In the English prints:
it is unflattering to Shakespeare and
its chief value Is as a relic only.
Its authenticity, however, appears
to be quite fully attested. H is lie- -

AIM Somewhat Rare.
beat treasure among mea
frugal tongue Hestod.

Th.

a Comrade

thon,
nka to see a fellow lose hi temper now and
most oth.r men
It showi that he ia human and i art like
No
th.r.'. th. man always th. Mm., cool a..tumbled twice,
The chap who In th. s.rfsam. plc. ha. n.ver few mistakes
Who never docs g.t rattled and who make, but
foolish br.sk.
And 'a v.ry ..Idom guilty of most people's
scan.
He may be sympathetic and my foibl.. lightly
man.
But I'd rather look for fri.ndship in a mor. impul.iv.

Likeness of th. Bard of Avon
Brings (2,025 at Recent Auction
in London.

By COUNT LEO TOLSTOI

true moanine, as in
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I nur day betome more evident,
manifestation of that source
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SOLD

Wooden

Modern Teach-t- f
in Makes It
Essential Thing

LOVe

On Choosing

The owner and his family are in Ger r
many at the present and will be ao-fseveral months, while the
servants are all sound asleep as a rule
by 12 p. m. Here are 10 as a sort or
.,'.,..n.,f
, ... .1 . , the balance when the job Is
satisfactorily completed. Come; what
do you say?
The bank note changed banda.
It was a damp, drinly night

SnFaSllnHi

HHg1C$mSn9sKaSSftJI
Vl

with-

out.

A dark form drew itself up easily on
the window sill and quickly and noiselessly slipped its way through the
opened window.
ray of light shot
A sharp, spear-liksuddenly from'rn electric pocket lantern from behind the heavy silken portieres of the library at No. 1800 Colfax
avenue. A dark, bulky form crept toward the small house safe at the far
side of the room, with the cushioned
tread of a cat.
The intruder knelt before the safe
and worked diligently for a moment.
then flung bac'. the door without a

sound.

The light from the lantern was
flashed into the interior of the steel
box; a hurried, yet noiseless search
through the contents was begun, and
presently a low ejaculation of triumph
escaped his lips.
"Were you looking for something,
my friend?"
The words came in calm, even tones,
and were spoken slowly. They came
from somewhere back In the darkness.
To the ears of the midnight prowler
they sounded like a clap of thundedr.
He leaped to his feet with the quickness of a panther r.nd stood like a stag
at bay with the hounds just leaping
into view, peering, staring through the
darkness toward the point whence the
voice seemed to come.
Suddenly, a blinding flare of light,
thick, choking billows of stroke, a
crash of breaking window glass all
was qutet for a period after that.
Three men are sitting in an office of
the Monthly Magazine.
"That Is certainly a wonderful picture on the frontispiece of this month's
issue the burglar caught right In the
act. One almost fancies he ia loook-inupon the real culprit as he stands
frozen to the spot with terror, hia eyes
bulging with fear, his breath coming
in labored Jerks, yet over all a
air."
"Yes," replies one of the others,
"that is a reproduction from a photograph
from real life specially for Mr. Hoyle's new serial we
are just beginning 'The, Yeggman.' "
"And aay, Blake." speaks up the
third gentleman, "how was that? Did
our friend,
Jack' ever show
up for the balance of that $50 he was
to have received?"
"Not yet, Hoyle. Up to date. Jack
has neglected to present his bill for
services rendered," laughs the other.
"Well, I presume he feels himself
amply recompensed aa it is," remarka
Hoyle, the author, somewhat ruefully.
"Why, how is that?"
"Haven't I told you? Well, I forgot
to remove a roll or bills amounting to
something over three hundred dollars
from the safe that night, and I couldn't
locate It after Mr. Softshoe had taken
his departure!"

IF TOUR CHILD
NEEDS A TONIC
if your little boy or girl is deli

cat. and aickly go to the nearest
druggist and get bottle of

Dr.D.Jayne's
Tonic
Vermifuge
This splendid tonic has been
for four genera
tiont in making sickly children
strong and healthy, and effectively expelling worms.
It is likewise a natural tonic far
adults, and reatores lasting health
n
and strength to
systems by toning up the stomach and other digestive orgias.
Sold by Jttt Druggist
3 timet, SOe. and 35c.
successful

"run-dow-

Sr. D, Jaran, lss.ct.rast is the
tenable remedy Air Combs,

mt

Colds,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Whooping

Coufh,

ui Pteuriur.

g

half-defia-

flash-lighte- d

'Soft-sho-

"I'm th' Boy wit' th' Diploma."
he soliloquized. "Maybe I just couldn't
use a little spare change right at present, though! I'll be all in for mazuma
In a day or two more, and something
has just got to turn up."
A
maid opened the
door at No. 23 Holmes street, in answer to a sharp, imperative ringing of
the door bell.
"Take this card to Mr. Blake," the
man on the step requested, thrusting
forward a small pasteboard.
The servant ushered him into the reception room and retired.
Presently a tall, elderly man quietly
entered the room.
"This lg Mr. John Hammond?" he
asked of the visitor.
"I'm that very same gent, gov.," replied the
individual to
whom the question had been directed.
"And you came In reply to my advertisement in this morning's Herald?"
"I'm out for the job, if It looks good
to me, mister," was the ready
white-aprone-

heavy-jawe-

"I presume you can qualify for the

Job?"

"What! Me make good? Say, gov.,
you certainly must have heard tell o'

e

Mrs

If

Positively cured by
these Little rills.
Thv lo relievo Dar

tresetrom njpepsls,n
aisosnoBsno loomnnr

EAttn. A ncrfeet re
eUy for Dliztness, Ms
Drowsiness, ass
TastelnlheMüUlh.Cost- Pain Is Ua
Tongue.
lea
torpid LIYII.
rhey regálate ttio Bowels. Purely VegeuWs.

se.

ma,

SMALLHIL. SMAU BOSE. SMALL PBKE.

CARTERS

Genuine Must Bur
Fac-Sirai-

Signature

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

If you believe in
safeguarding the

RELIC8.
Three nieces of vara marie frnm th
fleece of Mary's little lamb have just
been sold at auction, bringing $6,

$1.75 and $4.50 resnertlvplv
V.vitn
considering what the tariff It doing
to toe price of yarn, these figures
must be regarded as tributes to the
personal qualities of the lamb. However, there are other relics fully as
autnentic. Bids may be sent in for
One crumpled horn, nnre worn hv a
cow of achievement
Also, for the horn of the little Rv
Blue, with a photographic record of
the note it didn't blow, owing to the
Inopportune nap the lad took, while
devastation ravished the corn.
The Shoe in Which the elder lv to.
male once lived.
Jack's beanpole, now well seasoned.
Rind from the bacon made of thu
pig stolen by the piper's son.
ine penny for lack of which Simple
Simon failed to acquire the wares of
the pieman.
Hi
A number of others that
irinw v
sentiment and are as deserving as

e
Jack,' hain't y'u? Well,
that's th' laddiebuck right here a
'.alkln' to y'u. That's me! And from
pocket-liftiand porch work to
I'm th' boy wit' th diploma."
"Good! You'll do, I guess."
"What la this lay?"
There wat a short pause, then the
elderly man made reply:
"In a small safe In the library at
No. 1800 Colfax avenue la a number of
papers in a large blue envelope with a
red seal upon it. I will give $50 for
those papers placed In my hands by to
morrow morning. Can you get them?"
Things Will Taks a Turn.
"If they're in th' box I kin git 'em,
"For about three months after he
boas; you bet! But, aay, la this a 'aoup' Bets his sheepskin."
remarked the
trick?"
age of 8ageville, "the college youth
"Soup trick? I don't quit, under expresses a willingness
to accept a
stand"
remunerative position,"
"I don't have to blow the box, do I?
"And then what?" Queried the man
Hain't y'u got th' Aggers to th' door?" who was posing aa the audience.
"Oh, you mean the combination.
"After that," continued the wise
Yea; here It la on this slip of paper. Party, "he begins to
hustle for any
now
It
residence
The
unoccupied save kind of job that wUl
enable hia to
tor the pretence of the house servants. make good with his landlady"
Boft-sho-

SICK HEADACHE

chi-

ldren's health, make the
schoolroom walls clean
and pure with soft tints,
restful to the eye, done in

Alatotine
TJSarútarx
Wall Coating

Please write for school circular tiA
opinion of leading esperts s
suitable colora to be used.

AlabaatmeCa, Grand Rapids,

Mich.
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DRY
One

FARM QUESTION

of the Biggest Confronting
the Present Generation.

TOOLS USED IN DRY FARMING

FOR THE BEGINNER

Successful Operations Depend Greatly
on Right Kind of Farm Machinery and Tools.
Strawberry

Can Be Made Profit
on Any Soil.
Crop
able

Alfalfa as a Highly Nutritious Feed
for All Kind of Stock Cannot
Be Beatsn.

The home la never brightened ay
roseate hues on the en a or a

PATIENT SUFFERING.

KING OF ALL FORAGE PLANTS

Many Woman Think They Ara

th

Aose.

to Backache.

It

1

The straightest

not right for women to be al

that one on

which

road to heaven I
you can do most

way ailing with backache, orinury good.
nutritious feed for
ilia, headache and oth
The success of dry farming operathai know enhorses, cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry
The only power
er symptoms of kid
tions may often hinge upon the em
aa pasture as a mean of giving
ney disease. There ut joyment aro those that find
ployment
Arid
of
of
right
Say
the
kind
farm
Montana,
of
Bav. Norrl
to the soil alfalfa has within
a way to end these
machinery.
Every farmer who ex rhere Is a Great Diversity of Climate fertilityyears
Land Agriculture Msane Larger
succeeded in msny states
a few
trouble quickly. Mr
pects
Suc
be
May
to
use
should
tht
successful
Variety
and Soil One
by
of Wett and
Development
Tour faith I not measured
of the union to the rank of fodder
John H. Wright, 60
following
machinery
or
thai
others
ceed in On Locality and
Prosperity to Millions.
king. And its realm increases every
East First St., Mitch your appreciation of the faults of
will prove equally effective: Stirrln?
Fail in Another.
year.
ell, S. V., say: "1 other.
plow, subsoil plow,
pack
agricultural station reDry farming la a big question one
ten yean
Kansas
The
suffered
er,
roller, hoe drill, or seeder, disc
preaent generation
The strawberry will succeed and ports a case where a dairyman mainEven the flower of the family may
kidney complaint
with
of the biggest the
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Holmes Cleaning Works
E, A. ELLIS, Prop.

109 New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing.

Specialists

on Ladies and

Bants Clothing, Silks. Feathers, ate.

Additional Electric Flashes
There are 172 telegraph and 85
telephone offices in Korea.
Woodpeckers
are destroying
the wooden transmission poles
in the west and southwest.
Chicago is considering plans
for an extensive subway system
of railways to cost eighty million.
Greece has practically no coal

deposits. Whatever electric power it has comes from water falls.
Mexico is covered with a network of telegraph lines which
are controlled by the govern
ment.
Sixty-twelectric railway lines
operate in and about the city of
Paris. The annual average carried is 190,000,000,
Over a thousand miles of the
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lJog Uanon Items.
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mountains gathering his spud
crop.
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Dealer in General Merchandise
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up in (he mountains this week
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of Ft. Smith, Ark. , Farm and Mountain Wagons.
I am
ft? aeent for ChamDion Mowers and Rakes and other Intern,
some ft) tional Harvester Co., Machinery.
Also acent for the Inhn, V

They have just received
new desks and blackboard at the
Walthall School house.
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Deere Plow Company s

S. P. Camp and A. J. Smith
had the local Surveyor down surveying Dog Canon this week.
HENRY

J. H. Robinson went to El

J.

ANDERSON,

Implements.

W. R. EIDS0N,

President.

Paso, the first of the week, to
accept a position with the Electric Light Co.

Vie

Established

R.

President

I.

ARMSTRONG,

Cashier

1900

The First National Bank

Mr. W. H. Bobinton, from
Nebraska, is here visiting his
y
a 1
New York Central Railroad will son and daughter who have
IN.
soon be equipped with telephone claims near Dog Canon.
for train dispatching.
Mr. Mc Murry has sold his Dog
CONDENSED STATEMENT
See
before you sell
live stock,
The Argentine Republic has Canon Ranch to Mr. Mc New AT COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE
OF BUSINESS
" 9, '90.
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.
appropriated $75,000 to establish and it is understood that he
F ESOURCES
LIABILITIES
operations
wireless
between will continue it as a cattle ranch. Loans and Discounts
V7.IMJH
ranItal
yj i iui ill is
228.7ti Snrnlnsand Undirided Profit,
n2UJt
WH
Buenos Ayres and Ushuaia.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation ..
U..'
.Ji. Circulation
lb,IX0t
ü,
on
S.
Preminms
Konds
150.W
Will
Deposits
Abbright
has
returned
wvm
CULL
LUMBER
Dayton,
M,
The
Banktnp
de
nouHe.furnitnre
Lighting
for
fixtures
Ohio,
22.0K'.00
$12.00
SPFP.IAI
275 00
from Kansas City and says every- Other Real Estate owned
Redemption fund.
sno,nn
We have a quantity of this lumber on hand and Company has formed a night- V
thing
17f.H0
looks
good to him here Other Securites
Cash and Sipnt Exchange
47.25X.24
wish to make a quick disposal of same, so are offering it at this low study class for instructing its em now. So
pays us to go away
it
ployees
on
electric subjects.
price of $12.00 per thousand feet. We also carry in stock
for a while so we can appreciate
Total
$1S4,036.61
I1M43MI
Total
A
submarine
telephone is to be our New Mex. home.
A General Line of
Grade of Lumber, laid
across the English Channel
Lath
Lime etc. Give us a call. to aüorU
DIRECTORS
better communication
The following people went to
between London and Paris.
W.
BRYSON,
J.
F. M. RHOMBERG,
El Paso, Saturday morning: Mr.
JJui-ihHENRY .1. ANDERSON,
the past year the Nia and Mrs, .I.N. Bushey, Tennis
J. M. WYATT,
C. MEYER,
W. R. E1DSON,
gara talis
plant Bushsy, Karl Pleasant, Miss
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.
saved the equivalent of more Helen Higginson, Miss Carrie
than a million tons of coal.
Covington, Mrs. Blazer, Mrs. Roe,
The Mont Blanc electric road Mr. and Mrs. II. II. Major, J. L.
in Switzerland is now in opera Lawson, Miss Eunice Bartan,
tion to au elevation of 5,496 feet : Joe Capuano, Geo. Nimmo,
Alamoaordo
Baird, II. J. Anderson, Mr.
it will be continued to the sum
KMBALMEP
mit.
Hagquist, Mauley Morgan, Mr. ASD
OFFICE I'HCNE
FtlNFKAL
oldest and best Known hotel ir) Ala- NO. 4.
DIRECTOR
Mrs.
and
RESIDENCE
Thulemeyer,
of
The
Mr.
power
work
constructing
AND
and
DEALC
rnogordo. Under the new management
PHONE
IN FUNERAL
NO.
houses on the Rubicon river in Mrs. Dave Sutherland, Mr. Jones SUePLtES
the rates have beer) reduced to $2.00 a day
I
of
the
hotel, Rev. Murray, Sam.
California has started and the
and the service has been irnproved.
Southern Pacific will be electri- Niinins, Mr. Isaason, Mr. Smith,
OOOO
Mrs. Orippen and daughter, Miss
fied.
Edith Cameron, Mrs. Alexander,
Electrically
vacuum
driven
given to families and
SPECIAL attention
cleaners are now to be used on and Will Cameron.
Parties.
the best trams of the (ireat Nor- - Mrs. Geo. Youngs,
from Tula,
then m place of the old Uust rosa, was in
town on business,
cloth and broom.
Improvements to the various
OR SALE.
plants of the General Electric
Company will amount to several
Selling nnt f i.ir... ...
.
"'Jennie
.
luiulivd thousand ilolhirs dnniiíT
stocKot shoes lndudiiiL' hum ess
saddles and shoes until closed
Uood typewritten letters convey
per
impression of good husiness
an
belpw
PACFiClMONTHLY.of:0"120
THE
regular price.
I
method8,and the machine is often
,
.
i
u
A
i urtiuiiu, vjreguu, is a oeauresponsible for the appearance.
Men's shoes reg. 5.00 now 4.00.
ti fully illustrated magazine. If! Men's
shoes reg. 4.00 now 3.00.
you are interested in dairying,
Men's shoes reg.
now 2.75.
fruit raising, poultry raisiug, or Men's shoes reg.
3.00 now 2.25,
want to know about irrigated
Men's shoes reg. 2.50. now 2.00.
J. C. JONES, Prop.
types always reae.h th
lands, timber lands or free govu- Men's shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.60. t2
ynuuiig point. 1U iypo-u- i
i
W,th
ernment land open to homestead
Kide- -a feature peculiar to the Under-wooTV.8
Men's shoes reg. 1.75 now 1.40.
,...,,
mus- m, -- ;i,4
entry. The Pacific Monthly will Ladies
mere i B DO otner way. xu w- mt.'"buk. ti
shoes reg. 4.00 now 3.00. ñreve,?; ti Át uUnderwood features
.ork is tt88ured nd
Ll
give you full information. The
operator's blunders.
Ladies shoes reg. 3.50 now 2.50.
price is 1.50 a year.
This
Ladies shoes reg. 3.00 now 2.00.
has opened for business
If you will send twenty-fiv- e
Ladies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1.75.
new.
cents in stamps, three late isa pleasure to h.Tp yon toííali.ií'S
School shoes reg. 2.25 now 1.50.
k"OWlef Mcfn
of the Underwood Standard Tjf
writer as yon ch
equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
The
to icqiire?
sues will be sent you so that you
School shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.40,
may become aquainted with it.
School shoes reg. 1.50 now 1.15,
"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
Read che following splendid
J. N. BuShey, The Shoe Man,
offers :
Alamogordo. New Mexico,

ihiv

Of Alamogordo.

N.

your

him

v

per

and handle

the Better
and

MeRae Lumber Company

hydo-electr-

ic

NBAU'S

Eu-gi-

A.

THE

J. BUCK

UNDERTAKER

Mrs. Bertha B. Noal

Th
Printing

to-da-

f

Point

.

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLA1V

Now Open for Business
hotel
everything brand
best

A Regular Dinner for

0

The Underwood
tu,

rr

f"'

-

a.

:

with

35c

The Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc. Aoyb."

